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When an extended system is coupled at its opposite boundaries to two reservoirs at different
temperatures or chemical potentials, it cannot achieve a global thermal equilibrium and is instead
driven to a set of current-carrying nonequilibrium states. Despite the broad relevance of such a
scenario to metallic systems, there have been limited investigations of the entanglement structure of
the resulting long-time states, in part, due to the fundamental difficulty in solving realistic models
for disordered, interacting electrons. We investigate this problem by carefully analyzing two “toy”
models for coherent quantum transport of diffusive fermions: the celebrated three-dimensional,
noninteracting Anderson model and a class of random quantum circuits acting on a chain of qubits,
which exactly maps to a diffusive, interacting fermion problem. Crucially, the random circuit model
can also be tuned to have no interactions between the fermions, similar to the Anderson model.
We show that the long-time states of driven noninteracting fermions exhibit volume-law mutual
information and entanglement, both for our random circuit model and for the nonequilibrium steady-
state of the Anderson model. With interactions, the random circuit model is quantum chaotic and
approaches local equilibrium, with only short-range entanglement. These results provide a generic
picture for the emergence of local equilibrium in current-driven quantum-chaotic systems, and also
provide examples of stable, highly-entangled many-body states out of equilibrium. We discuss
experimental techniques to probe these effects in low-temperature mesoscopic wires or ultracold
atomic gases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Uncovering general principles that describe the entan-
glement structure of quantum many-body systems is a
fundamental challenge in statistical mechanics and quan-
tum information science [1]. In the ground state of lo-
cal Hamiltonian systems, the entanglement entropy of-
ten satisfies an “area law,” whereby the entropy of a
subregion scales with the area of its boundary [2–5].
Single eigenstates with finite energy density above the
ground state typically exhibit extensive entanglement en-
tropy [6–8]; however, the mutual information of finite-
temperature thermal Gibbs (thus, mixed) states still ex-
hibits an area law [4]. The existence of such area laws
allows a rich set of analytical and numerical tensor net-
work techniques to be used to characterize and classify
these states [9–11]. Although area laws for the mutual
information are typical of thermal mixed states, any mod-
ification that drives the system out of equilibrium allows
for potential violations.
A common nonequilibrium scenario consists of an ex-
tended system coupled to two reservoirs with different
chemical potentials, which drives currents in the system.
The analog of thermalization in these systems is the ap-
proach to local equilibrium at long times. Motivated
by recent developments in the understanding of ther-
malization and many-body localization in closed quan-
tum many-body systems [8, 12], we revisit this class
of current-driven open quantum systems with the goal
of determining the entanglement structure of the long-
time density matrix of the system. Our results hold
the most physical significance for disordered metallic
systems where one can identify four length scales gov-
erning the qualitative features of this nonequilibrium
transport problem: the elastic mean free path `, the
phase-coherence length `ϕ, the electron-electron energy
relaxation length `ee, and the electron-phonon scatter-
ing length `ep. In a typical metal at low temperatures
` < `ϕ < `ee < `ep [13].
Rather than attempting to analyze realistic models for
disordered, interacting electrons, we instead focus our in-
vestigations on two “toy” models: the three-dimensional,
noninteracting Anderson model in the diffusive phase
[14], and a class of random quantum circuits acting on
a chain of qubits, which exactly map to a many-fermion
system. The current-driven Anderson model is expected
to qualitatively capture the properties of mesoscopic dis-
ordered metals in the regime L  `ϕ, where L is the
length of the driven system.
In this article, we show that the long-time density ma-
trix for driven noninteracting fermions is characterized
by volume-law mutual information and entanglement, in
distinct contrast to the entanglement properties at equi-
librium. This result should generally apply to driven sys-
tems in the regime ` L `ϕ. Our results thus provide
examples of physical systems where volume-law entangle-
ment can be sustained, and possibly harnessed, despite
strong coupling of the system to external reservoirs. We
discuss experimental methods to probe these effects in
transport experiments on mesoscopic wires or ultracold
Fermi gases. In our random circuit models we can also
add interactions and show the crossover to area-law en-
tanglement as L exceeds `ϕ, showing that such quantum
chaotic-driven systems stay closer to local equilibrium
than do the noninteracting fermion models.
Many-body physics models based on random quantum
circuits have recently attracted interest in high-energy

























2because they exhibit the quantum chaotic dynamics and
rapid scrambling characteristic of interacting many-body
systems, while still retaining a simple enough structure
to allow controlled calculations of various measures of
entanglement and chaos. In the context of our work,
the random circuit model we introduce is advantageous
because it provides an analytically tractable realization
of key qualitative features of the entanglement structure
of these current-driven diffusive systems. We study a
generalization of these models where the interaction is
tunable, allowing us to explore both the noninteracting
fermion regime L `ϕ, the strongly chaotic regime L
`ϕ, and the crossover between these regimes.
An additional, seemingly unrelated, aspect of the ran-
dom circuit model is that it has a strong connection to an
exactly solvable classical, boundary-driven stochastic lat-
tice gas model for diffusion called the symmetric-simple-
exclusion process (SSEP) [23, 24]. Thus, our results also
provide insights into the emergence of classical hydrody-
namics from interacting quantum many-body systems.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give a
more detailed overview of the main results. In Sec. III we
present a detailed analysis of the random circuit model,
including its operator spreading dynamics, phase dia-
gram, and entanglement properties. In Sec. IV we dis-
cuss some natural extensions of the random circuit model
to higher dimensions and to more than two states per
site. In Sec. V we analyze the mutual information in
the current-driven Anderson model using a scattering-
state approach and compare these results to a scattering-
state analysis of the random circuit. In Sec. VI we show
that signatures of the volume-law entangled phase of the
random circuit also show up in intermediate-time dy-
namics following a quantum quench. In Sec. VII we
discuss a method to experimentally probe signatures of
the volume-law entanglement in transport through meso-
scopic wires or ultracold Fermi gases. We present our
conclusions in Sec. VIII. In the appendixes, we present
several useful technical results. See Appendix A for an
overview.
II. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
As described in the Introduction, the two main results
in this paper are (i) the discovery that noninteracting,
current-driven, diffusive fermion models exhibit exten-
sive mutual information and entanglement and (ii) the
development of a simple physical picture for how inter-
actions effectively decohere these correlations and recover
the expected area-law scaling of local equilibrium. The
essential arguments underlying these results are based on
universal properties of operator-spreading dynamics and,
thus, should apply to a wide range of physical systems
and models. To provide deeper insight into our results,
we systematically analyze the behavior and phenomenol-
ogy of three different classes of models that exhibit these
universal features: random quantum circuits, noninter-
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FIG. 1. (a) Current-driven model that we consider, where
two reservoirs are held at fixed chemical potentials and the
bulk dynamics conserves the total density. (b) The average
local density will generically be linear in position, but the
total von Neumann entropy may have an extensive (“volume-
law”) deviation from local equilibrium (LE). (c) Schematic
of the random circuit model, which exhibits quantum chaotic
behavior for some parameter regimes. The interaction with
reservoir is produced by a SWAP gate that acts immediately
after any other gate is applied to the boundary spin and swaps
the boundary spin state with a fresh spin state from the reser-
voir. (d) We also consider the diffusive regime of noninteract-
ing fermions in a random potential in 3D and find that they
display a similar volume-law entanglement structure as the
noninteracting fermion regime of the random circuit model.
acting Anderson models, and weakly interacting, disor-
dered metals. In this section, we summarize our findings
for each of these classes of models.
The general setup we consider is shown in Fig. 1(a)
and consists of a system with a global conservation law
(either magnetization or particle number) in contact with
two thermodynamic reservoirs at different chemical po-
tentials. The chemical potential bias leads to steady-
state currents in the long-time limit. At long times and
wavelengths, the models we consider have an effective
hydrodynamic description (derived below) for the aver-




n(r, t) = D˜∇2n(r, t), (1)
where D˜ is the scaled diffusion constant and r is a d-
dimensional position vector scaled so that x = 0/1 corre-
sponds to the longitudinal position of the left/right reser-
voir. When subject to the boundary condition n(r)|x=0=
nL and n(r)|x=1= nR, this equation has the steady-state
solution shown in Fig. 1(b)
n(r) = nL(1− x) + nRx. (2)
This average profile, however, gives no information about
correlations and the entanglement structure in the long-
time states. To more systematically investigate the en-
tropy and entanglement properties of such current-driven
3quantum systems, we analyze the models discussed above
and shown schematically in Figs. 1(c)-(d).
A. Random circuit model
In the random circuit model [see Fig. 1(c)], our system
is a spin-1/2 chain of L sites with the z component of
the magnetization of the spins being the “charge” that
is conserved and that is being transported by the cur-
rent. The dynamics are generated by a sequence of total
spin-z conserving, randomly chosen nearest-neighbor uni-
tary operations, i.e., quantum gates, applied at each time
step, with no correlations between time steps. Whenever
a gate operates on a boundary spin, that boundary spin
is immediately swapped with a “fresh” (uncorrelated)
spin from the adjacent infinite reservoir; this is how the
system is coupled to the reservoirs. The unitary opera-
tions in the local two-site basis |↑↑〉, |↑↓〉, |↓↑〉, |↓↓〉 take
the form [21, 22]
U =
 U+ 0 0 00 Uud Url 00 Ulr Udu 0
0 0 0 U−
 . (3)
The coefficients in U are chosen according to a two-
parameter family of random distributions that we de-
scribe in Sec. III. One can understand the time evo-
lution under the random circuit as a stochastic process
whereby in each time step a Hamiltonian for the sys-
tem is randomly chosen from a given distribution and
applied for a fixed length of time. The average dynamics
of this class of random circuit models are diffusive be-
cause (i) we choose the sites where we apply the gates
with a uniform probability and (ii) unitarity constrains
|Url| = |Ulr|. As a result, at each time step, the local
spin-density always has equal probability of hopping to
the left or right. Due to the diffusive transport to the
memoryless reservoirs, the long-time density matrix for
a given circuit realization is insensitive to its initial condi-
tions and converges to a particular time-dependent mixed
state that we call a “nonequilibrium attracting state”
(NEAS), in analogy to the nomenclature of a nonequilib-
rium steady-state (NESS) for driven time-independent
systems.
More precisely, after N = Lt random gates are applied
(note that we scale time t so that L gates of the circuit are
applied in one unit of time), we can describe the action
of the random circuit on the initial density matrix of the
system ρI by a linear operator acting on the space of
density matrices
Mt(ρI) = Trres(ULt · · ·U1ρI ⊗ ρresU†1 · · ·U†Lt)
= Trres(ULtMt−δt(ρI)⊗ ρLRres U†Lt),
(4)
where δt = 1/L, Ui are the randomly chosen unitary
gates at each time step that include the SWAPs with
the fresh reservoir spins, ρres is the initial many-body
density matrix of the reservoir, Trres(·) denotes a partial
trace over the reservoirs, and ρLRres = ρmL ⊗ ρmR is the
two-site density matrix of the fresh reservoir spins that









where mL/R are the magnetizations of the left/right
reservoirs. For t much larger than the diffusive tran-
sit time through the system, i.e., the Thouless time
τTh = L
2/D, the action of Mt takes the form
Mt(ρI) = ρNEAS(t) Tr[ρI ], (6)
where ρNEAS(t) depends on the history of the circuit, but
is independent of ρI in the limit of long time. We choose
the model so that the average NEAS density matrix over
random circuit realizations is the same for all values of
the parameters. Interestingly, this average density ma-
trix can be found from the known solution for the NESS
of the classical stochastic lattice gas model that goes by
the name of the symmetric-simple-exclusion process [24].
The entropy and mutual information of the NESS for the
SSEP have been shown to have only subextensive devia-
tions from local equilibrium [25, 26].
As there is no energy conservation for the random cir-
cuit, local equilibrium is simply given by the product-
state density matrix with the same average magnetiza-
























where ui = (1 + σ
z
i )/2 and di = (1 − σzi )/2 denote pro-
jections of each site i onto spin up or down.
Despite this uniform average behavior, we find three
qualitatively different regimes of behavior for the instan-
taneous NEAS ρNEAS(t) when we investigate the devi-
ation of its von Neumann entropy S(ρ) = −Tr[ρ log ρ]
from S(ρLE),
∆S ≡ S(ρLE)− S(ρNEAS), (9)
where the overbar denotes an average over realizations
of the random circuit. As we show below, the generic
behavior of the random circuit model is strongly inter-
acting and quantum chaotic. In this quantum chaotic
regime, we show that the scaling of ∆S with the length
of the system L is subextensive. As a result, the NEAS
is, as one might expect, close to local equilibrium. For
certain limiting values of the parameters of the model,
however, we obtain two other fine-tuned phases whose
entropy deviates extensively from local equilibrium, i.e.,
∆S ∝ L. One of these special phases corresponds to a
4classical deterministic dynamics, while the other maps to
noninteracting diffusive fermions.
The emergence of a volume-law scaling for ∆S coin-
cides with nonchaotic dynamics in each of these two spe-
cial phases. However, we find that their mutual informa-
tion and entanglement properties have dramatically dif-
ferent behavior. Here, the mutual information between
two regions A and B is defined in terms of the von Neu-
mann entropy as I(A : B) ≡ S(ρA) + S(ρB) − S(ρAB),
where ρC is the reduced density matrix on region C. To
study the entanglement, we use an entanglement mea-
sure appropriate for mixed states known as the logarith-
mic negativity [27, 28]. We remark that similar to the
area law for the mutual information, recently an area law
for the logarithmic negativity was proved for thermal-
equilibrium Gibbs states [29].
In one of these two nonchaotic phases, the mutual in-
formation and logarithmic negativity exactly vanish. In
this phase, the extensive deviation of the entropy from
local equilibrium already appears in the instantaneous
magnetization profile of the system, i.e., single-site cor-
relation functions. The properties of this phase, as well
as many aspects of its crossover to the quantum chaotic
phase, can be understood using a completely classical de-
scription of the spin dynamics. In the other phase, we ob-
serve both volume-law mutual information and logarith-
mic negativity of the NEAS density matrix. This phase
can be more easily understood after transforming into a
fermion representation of the spins via a Jordan-Wigner
transformation, where it has a description in terms of
noninteracting fermions whose average dynamics are dif-
fusive. This mapping motivates us to search for a similar
volume-law mutual information in the three-dimensional
Anderson model, which is a paradigmatic model for dif-
fusive, noninteracting particles. We give a more complete
picture for the nonequilibrium dynamics that govern the
emergence of these three phases in Sec. III.
B. Anderson model
As mentioned in the Introduction, the volume-law en-
tanglement phase of the random circuit has some key
qualitative similarities with current-driven disordered
Anderson models. The Anderson model we consider
is a three-dimensional (3D) tight-binding model with










where ci is a fermion operator on site i, t0 is the hop-
ping, the first sum is over nearest-neighbor sites of a cu-
bic lattice, and Vi is a random potential on each site. We
draw Vi from a uniform distribution between ±W/2. In
1D and 2D, any amount of disorder localizes the eigen-
states, while in 3D this model has a metal-insulator tran-
sition near Wc ≈ 16.5 t0 [30–32]. One distinction between
the Anderson model and the random circuit is that the
Anderson model is also subject to energy conservation.
In fact, it is known from theoretical studies using semi-
classical Boltzmann equations [33–35] and experimental
measurements [36] that, for disordered wires of length
`  L  `ee, the local energy distribution function
strongly deviates from local equilibrium. Thus the ques-
tion we address in the context of the Anderson model
is how the entanglement structure for the NESS density
matrix within a single disorder realization compares to
the disorder-averaged density matrix. We focus on the
metallic regime 0 < W < Wc in this work, since we are
interested in diffusive systems.
We model the driven problem by taking a finite disor-
dered region connected at its two ends to ballistic leads
that are otherwise identical to the central region. The
correlations in the NESS are determined by the prop-
erties of the scattering states in a narrow energy range
(up to thermal broadening) between the chemical poten-
tials of the two leads. There are two sources of corre-
lations that then give rise to the mutual information:
First, there is the range in energy difference over which
the scattering-state wave functions are correlated in the
disordered region. This energy scale is simply set by
the Thouless energy, which is the inverse of the diffusive
transit time through the disordered region ETh = ~D/L2x
where D is the diffusion constant and Lx is the longitudi-
nal length of the disordered region (assumed to be nearly
equal to the transverse width L) [37, 38]. Crucial to the
existence of the diffusive phase in 3D is that for large L
and Lx the Thouless energy is much larger than the av-
erage level spacing of about 1/L2Lx that the disordered
region would have if it were isolated [38]. In the con-
text of the NESS, this scaling implies that the eigenfunc-
tions of the open system are significantly modified due
to the coupling to the leads. In addition to these energy
correlations, there are also correlations between differ-
ent transverse scattering channels. Accounting for both
these types of contributions, we find that we recover the
volume-law scaling of the mutual information predicted
from the random circuit model. Note that this effect is
absent in equilibrium because the scattering states orig-
inating from each lead are then equally populated and
interfere with each other to cancel the long-range corre-
lations present in the eigenfunctions. For a ballistic con-
ductor biased at its two ends, a simple calculation shows
that there is no similar buildup of volume-law mutual
information in the NESS. We provide a more detailed
analysis of the Anderson model in Sec. V.
C. Disordered metals
An intriguing implication of the above results is that
the volume-law entangled phase observed in the random
circuit model and the Anderson model should also arise
in current-driven disordered metals in the “mesoscopic”
regime `  L  `ϕ. In Sec. VI we further explore
5the connection between our results and interacting, dis-
ordered electron systems by considering the quench dy-
namics of an initial state with a large step in the density
profile. We provide qualitative arguments that, for weak
interactions, the reduced density matrix over the diffu-
sive length scale
√
Dt will similarly exhibit volume-law
scaling of entanglement until a crossover timescale set
by the inelastic scattering rate. In Sec. VII, we describe
an approach based on single-particle interference experi-
ments to directly probe these effects in mesoscopic wires
or atomic Fermi gases [39].
D. Relation to prior work
Here, we review some prior related work on boundary-
driven classical and quantum problems. For classical
versions of this class of current-driven, nonequilibrium
problems, a large body of work has been devoted to de-
riving emergent hydrodynamic descriptions of hard-core
stochastic lattice gases [23, 24]. In this case, rigorous
arguments have been formulated showing that the en-
tropy for a large class of these models converges to local
equilibrium (up to subextensive corrections) [25, 26]. At
the same time, it has been found that, even in one di-
mension, these boundary-driven classical systems exhibit
behavior traditionally associated with critical models at
equilibrium, such as power-law correlations and sponta-
neous symmetry breaking [40–43], making them a rich
avenue for investigation. Studies of quantum versions
of these current-driven problems have mainly focused
on integrable or free-fermion models [44–51]. Adding
integrability-breaking terms or interactions to these lat-
tice models generally leads to diffusive dynamics at long
times, unless the system is in a many-body localized
phase [52–56]. Other work has aimed at finding effi-
cient tensor network descriptions of the steady states of
these models based on the assumption that they satisfy
an area law or have an integrable structure [57–61]. A re-
lated quench problem considers two identical many-body
systems at different temperatures or chemical potentials
suddenly brought into contact and allowed to evolve [62–
64]. For integrable models, the steady state is nonther-
mal [65–68]. In some cases, it has been shown that there
is a logarithmic violation of the area law for the mutual
information [69] and entanglement [70–74] for this type
of quench problem.
In the case of the 3D Anderson model, to our knowl-
edge, the presence of these extensive correlations in the
NESS of the current-driven problem has not been previ-
ously discussed in the literature. There is a large body of
work studying shot-noise correlations of disordered meso-
scopic systems [75–77]; however, the presence of such
correlations between spatially separated leads follows di-
rectly from current conservation and does not provide di-
rect information about the mutual information or entan-
glement. For free-fermion or Luttinger-liquid leads con-
nected by a time-varying quantum point contact, there is
a coincidental relation between the full counting statistics
of the current and growth of entanglement entropy in the
leads [78, 79]. These studies, however, considered a spa-
tially zero-dimensional region between the leads, finding
logarithmic growth of entanglement entropy in the time
direction, and did not consider steady-state properties.
Other related work has considered the wave-function en-
tanglement in the Anderson model (i.e., entanglement
entropy of the system with a single occupied eigenstate)
[80] and the ground-state entanglement entropy of ran-
dom spin chains [81, 82], finding a logarithmic scaling
with system size.
III. RANDOM CIRCUIT MODEL
In this section, we systematically analyze the nonequi-
librium quantum dynamics and phenomenology of the
random circuit model. To tune between the three phases
in this model, we draw the nearest-neighbor random
gates defined in the local two-site basis |↑↑〉, |↑↓〉, |↓↑〉, |↓↓
〉 as
U =
 U+ 0 0 00 Uud Url 00 Ulr Udu 0
0 0 0 U−
 , (11)
according to a two-parameter measure dµ over three gate
sets µ0,1,2:
dµ = (1− p1 − p2)dµ0 + p1dµ1 + p2dµ2, (12)
where the probabilities p1,2 satisfying p1 + p2 ≤ 1 are
our tuning parameters. With probability p1, we apply a
“noninteracting fermion” (NIF) gate. These NIF gates
are then chosen as follows: We choose φ0 with uniform




central 2×2 matrix is then drawn from the Haar random






eiφ1 cos θ/2 eiφ2 sin θ/2
−e−iφ2 sin θ/2 e−iφ1 cos θ/2
)
(13)
with φ1,2 chosen uniformly between [0, 2pi] and θ chosen
in the interval [0, pi] with probability density sin θ.
When acting only on nearest neighbors, such a cir-
cuit can be efficiently simulated using a fermion rep-
resentation of the qubits obtained by a Jordan-Wigner
transformation [83]. In this case, the spin density is
mapped to the fermion density. These NIF gates are
the only ones that perform a “partial swap,” where all
four Url, Ulr, Uud, Udu are nonzero. With probability
p2 ≤ (1 − p1), we apply a random unitary chosen as
follows: With equal probability, we choose a gate from
one of the two “interaction gate” sets that produce inter-








iφ3r1`2 + d1d2, (15)
6where ui and di are projectors onto up and down spins,
respectively, and ri = σ
+
i and `i = σ
−
i are single-site
raising and lowering operators. Once one of these two
gate sets is chosen, we then choose the φi with uniform
probability in the interval [0, 2pi]. Note that these inter-
action gates do not perform partial swaps, which implies
that states in the z basis are mapped to a single state in
the z basis. Finally, with probability 1−p1−p2 we apply
either an iSWAP gate (U+ = U− = 1, Uud = Udu = 0
and Ulr = Url = i so that it is in the NIF class) or the
identity operation with equal probability. This last set
of gates produces neither interactions nor partial swaps.
As described in Sec. II, this random circuit does not
produce a time-independent steady state in the long-time
limit but rather induces a distribution over NEASs. A
more rigorous proof of this result is provided by three
general theorems in Appendix B. The physical argument
underlying the theorems is rather straightforward: Be-
cause of the diffusive transport in the system arising from
swap and partial swap gates, after a time much greater
than L2 (L+ 1 gates of the random circuit occur in one
unit of time), the trajectory of each spin within the sys-
tem has almost certainly involved a swap with a reser-
voir, which has no memory of the initial state within the
system. The ensemble of circuits, or the ensemble of all
times for a single circuit, produces a probability density
P(ρNEAS) over the NEAS density matrices ρNEAS that
depends on the parameters p1 and p2.
An important feature that we have designed into this
family of models is that the circuit-averaged density ma-
trix ρ¯ ≡ ∫ dρNEASP(ρNEAS)ρNEAS is independent of p1
and p2. To see this independence, one can first derive an
equation of motion for the average density matrix of the




where δt = 1/L is the minimal time step in this discrete
model, Eν(ρ) = Trres(Uνρ ⊗ ρLRres U†ν ) is a linear operator
on the space of density matrices (often referred to as a
quantum channel; see Appendix B) for a single time step
of the random circuit, and dν is a measure over all al-
lowed gates in the random circuit that accounts for the
randomness in the choice of sites to apply the gate, as
well as the randomness of the two-site unitary. Recall
that ρLRres = ρmL ⊗ ρmR is the density matrix of the two
fresh reservoir spins that can become entangled with the
system by Uν [see (5)]. The quantum channel for the
whole circuit, defined in Eq. (4), is given by the com-
position of a long sequence of independently chosen Eν .
Since Eν is a linear operator and the late-time probability
distribution for the density matrix is independent of time,
we can average both sides of Eq. (16) over P(ρNEAS) to
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FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram for small δ as a function of prob-
abilities p1 and p2 determining the distribution of random
unitaries in the random circuit. We find three distinct phases
in the thermodynamic limit. Phase I is realized along the en-
tire p1 = 0 axis. Phase II is realized for p2 = 0 and p1 > 0.
Turning on p1 > 0 always destabilizes phase I, as indicated by
the schematic “flow lines,” obtained by scaling up the system
size for fixed values of the parameters (see Sec. III C for a pre-
cise analysis of the crossovers). Similarly, turning on p2 > 0 in
phase II causes a “flow” to phase III. (b) Phase I has a map-
ping to a classical hard-core lattice gas with discrete hopping.
(c) In phase II both the spin and the coherences move and
spread diffusively. (d) In phase III, the coherences spread
ballistically at the butterfly speed vB , rapidly reaching the
boundaries where they are “decohered” by the reservoirs (see
Sec. III A).
Because of the random phases, the transport, and the
swaps with the reservoirs, it is easy to show, using
Eq. (17), that all off-diagonal terms in the density matrix




P (τ1, . . . , τL)
L⊗
i=1
[τiui + (1− τi)di], (18)
where τi ∈ {0, 1} is a pseudospin variable for site i. More-
over, the probability measure P (τ ) satisfies the same






Wστ P (σ) = 0 . (19)
We give the full expression for the transition matrix Wστ
and review some basic properties of the SSEP in Ap-
pendix C. This model is exactly solvable using a transla-
tionally invariant matrix-product-state (MPS) represen-
tation for P (τ ), with a bond dimension equal to L [84].
The diverging bond dimension in this solution is needed
to account for the long-range correlations induced by the
currents with a translationally invariant MPS. The av-
erage spin current between two sites satisfies Fick’s law
and is given by Ji = 〈ui − ui+1〉 = δ/(L + 1), where
δ = mL − mR, 〈·〉 ≡ Tr[ρ ·], and the overbar denotes
averages over P(ρNEAS) or, equivalently, time averages.
The central results for the random circuit model can
be summarized via the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2(a),
7TABLE I. Properties defining the three phases. Here, I(L : R) for ρ¯ is bounded by logL. In phases II and III, the results are
derived only for small δ.
Transport Operator spreading Entropy production ∆S I(L : R)






III ′′ Ballistic t→ √t Area Area
while the key features of the bulk dynamics in the three
phases are illustrated in Figs. 2(b)-2(d). In Table I, we
list some of their defining characteristics. Since these
three phases all have the same average ρ¯, they cannot
be distinguished by any simple time-averaged measure-
ments. But they do differ qualitatively in their P(ρNEAS),
which can be seen by the scaling of the instantaneous to-
tal entropy and mutual information of the NEAS. Alter-
natively, time-resolved measurements of two-point func-
tions will generically distinguish these three phases. We
outline an interferometric approach in Sec. VII that can
be used to directly probe the nontrivial correlations that
contribute to the mutual information.
These phases are further distinguished by the rate of
entropy production in the reservoirs following a quench.
If the system starts, for example, in a pure product state
with zero entropy, the initial entropy production due to
coupling to the reservoirs is diffusive (∼ √t) in phases I
and II, while it is ballistic (∼ t) in phase III. But if the
initial density profile is different from that of the NEAS,
the final entropy production in phase III is diffusive, as
this profile diffusively approaches that of the NEAS.
A. Operator spreading and emergence and
violation of local equilibrium
Before describing our derivation of the phase diagram,
we first give an “informal” general picture for the quan-
tum dynamics in this model. We then provide a heuristic
description of the entanglement structure and the emer-
gence or not of local equilibrium in each of the three
phases.
To gain some intuitive understanding of the action of
the three gate sets introduced in Eq. (12) on the qubits,
it is more convenient to work in a fermion representation









m=0 ujσ+j , (20)
where cj (c
†
j) is a fermionic annihilation (creation) oper-
ator acting on site j. In this representation, the gates in
µ0 only induce discrete hopping of the fermions between
sites, which leads to diffusive transport of the fermion
density (i.e., magnetization) since the position of the gate
is also chosen randomly. In µ1, we allow “partial swaps”
of the qubits, which, in the fermion representation, can
break up local fermion density operators ni = c
†
i ci into
creation and annihilation operators that act on different
sites, but we forbid gates that induce interactions be-
tween the fermions. In µ2, the gates are allowed to induce
random phases on each state of the fermion occupations,
which generates interactions between the fermions, but
there are no partial swaps in µ2. These gates allow the
operators c†i and ci to generate local density operators
ni = c
†
i ci by mapping, for example, ci → cini+1, but
they do not break up the local density operators. By
combining gates from µ1 and µ2, one can generate any
two-qubit unitary that conserves the total fermion num-
ber.
One of our motivations for distributing the gates ac-
cording to Eq. (12) is based on the fact that ballistic op-
erator spreading, which is associated with fast scrambling
and quantum chaos, only emerges in a two-step process
that requires both p1 and p2 to be nonzero. The gen-
eral picture for operator spreading in high-temperature
quantum chaotic spin models without a conservation law
was developed in Refs. [18–20]. More recently, these re-
sults were generalized to the case with a conservation
law [21, 22], where it was found that during the evolu-
tion induced by the random circuit, an initially nontrivial
local operator Oi at site i can be decomposed into two
components: a conserved component that spreads diffu-
sively with the diffusion constant D, and a nonconserved
component distributed across an exponentially growing
number of operator strings. Each operator string has a
maximum length and number of nontrivial operators that
scales as vBt, where vB is the butterfly velocity. Stated
more precisely, we decompose the time-evolved operator
into a complete operator basis formed by tensor product
“strings” of operators from the set {I, n, c, c†}







where Sc are operator strings composed of tensor prod-
ucts of I and n operators only and Snc consists of all other
operator strings. The ballistic spreading of the front is
determined by the dynamics of Onci . To describe the
qualitative features of the operator-spreading process, we


















where ∆ 1 is the coarse-graining scale. At the “front”
of the spreading operator, each of these components is at
a low density, which allows us to neglect nonlinearities in
their dynamics. The linear hydrodynamics for these two













where r1 ∼ p1 and r2 ∼ p2 are the rates for generating
creation and local density operators, respectively. These
equations describe a runaway process whereby the nonin-
teracting fermion gates from µ1 break up density opera-
tors into creation and annihilation operators, which then
allows the generation of more density operators through
the application of the interaction gates from µ2. Because
of the constant application of swap gates, the diffusion
constant is always order one in these random circuits,
but, for small p1 and p2, Eqs. (24)and (25) predict the




The asymmetry between p1 and p2 arises from the fact
that the partial swaps in µ1 only move operators but do
not produce new operators, while the interactions in µ2
can make new density operators. To derive the scaling
in (26), we thus have to consider the limits of small p1
and p2 separately. For p2  p1, the front is a region
that has diffusing c and c† operators, but an underpopu-
lation of n operators. By diffusion, if the front is moving
with vB , the width of the front is about D/vB . Thus,
the total net rate of n production over the front is about
p2D/vB and this has to supply the needed n operators to
advance the front, implying p2D/vB ∼ vB or v2B ∼ Dp2.
In the opposite limit of p1  p2, the front is a region
where the n operators are diffusing, but there is an un-
derpopulation of c and c† operators. The p2 process uses
these c operators to make the n operators at the needed
rate, which gives p2coD/vB ∼ vB . The p1 process breaks
up the n operators into c and c† operators in this re-
gion at the rate needed to advance the front, which gives
p1DvB ∼ co vB . Dividing these two equations, we get
c2o ∼ p1/p2 and v4B ∼ D2p1p2. For either p1 or p2 equal
to zero, the butterfly velocity is exactly zero, which is the
origin of the two distinct nonchaotic phases described in
the introduction.
We now move to the description of the long-time be-
havior of the current-driven problem with open bound-
aries. The crucial feature of the quantum chaotic phase
(b)(a) t
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="eFjrWjaWRv+4G3CFotDl0G6+7Gs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ 8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsY Qyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6XtVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5o2M/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFjrWjaWRv+4G3CFotDl0G6+7Gs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ 8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsY Qyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6XtVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5o2M/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFjrWjaWRv+4G3CFotDl0G6+7Gs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ 8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsY Qyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6XtVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5o2M/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFjrWjaWRv+4G3CFotDl0G6+7Gs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ 8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsY Qyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6XtVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5o2M/Q==</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="q/23RjEfsJaZXEDdSc7eZ9qiFOA=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00 xgEV2FGBF0G3bhMwDwgGUJPp5K06XnQXSOEIV/gxoUibv0kd/6NnWQWmnih4XCriq66QaKkIdf9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFx08SpFtgQsYp1O+AGlYywQZIUthONPAwUtoLx3azeekJtZBw90CRBP+TDSA6k4GS tOvVKZbfizsVWwcuhDLlqvdJXtx+LNMSIhOLGdDw3IT/jmqRQOC12U4MJF2M+xI7FiIdo/Gy+6JSdW6fPBrG2LyI2d39PZDw0ZhIGtjPkNDLLtZn5X62T0uDGz2SUpISRWHw0SBWjmM2uZn2pUZCaWOBCS7srEyOu uSCbTdGG4C2fvArNy4pnuX5Vrt7mcRTgFM7gAjy4hircQw0aIADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRuubkMyfwR87nD+ArjPg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q/23RjEfsJaZXEDdSc7eZ9qiFOA=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00 xgEV2FGBF0G3bhMwDwgGUJPp5K06XnQXSOEIV/gxoUibv0kd/6NnWQWmnih4XCriq66QaKkIdf9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFx08SpFtgQsYp1O+AGlYywQZIUthONPAwUtoLx3azeekJtZBw90CRBP+TDSA6k4GS tOvVKZbfizsVWwcuhDLlqvdJXtx+LNMSIhOLGdDw3IT/jmqRQOC12U4MJF2M+xI7FiIdo/Gy+6JSdW6fPBrG2LyI2d39PZDw0ZhIGtjPkNDLLtZn5X62T0uDGz2SUpISRWHw0SBWjmM2uZn2pUZCaWOBCS7srEyOu uSCbTdGG4C2fvArNy4pnuX5Vrt7mcRTgFM7gAjy4hircQw0aIADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRuubkMyfwR87nD+ArjPg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q/23RjEfsJaZXEDdSc7eZ9qiFOA=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00 xgEV2FGBF0G3bhMwDwgGUJPp5K06XnQXSOEIV/gxoUibv0kd/6NnWQWmnih4XCriq66QaKkIdf9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFx08SpFtgQsYp1O+AGlYywQZIUthONPAwUtoLx3azeekJtZBw90CRBP+TDSA6k4GS tOvVKZbfizsVWwcuhDLlqvdJXtx+LNMSIhOLGdDw3IT/jmqRQOC12U4MJF2M+xI7FiIdo/Gy+6JSdW6fPBrG2LyI2d39PZDw0ZhIGtjPkNDLLtZn5X62T0uDGz2SUpISRWHw0SBWjmM2uZn2pUZCaWOBCS7srEyOu uSCbTdGG4C2fvArNy4pnuX5Vrt7mcRTgFM7gAjy4hircQw0aIADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRuubkMyfwR87nD+ArjPg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q/23RjEfsJaZXEDdSc7eZ9qiFOA=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00 xgEV2FGBF0G3bhMwDwgGUJPp5K06XnQXSOEIV/gxoUibv0kd/6NnWQWmnih4XCriq66QaKkIdf9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFx08SpFtgQsYp1O+AGlYywQZIUthONPAwUtoLx3azeekJtZBw90CRBP+TDSA6k4GS tOvVKZbfizsVWwcuhDLlqvdJXtx+LNMSIhOLGdDw3IT/jmqRQOC12U4MJF2M+xI7FiIdo/Gy+6JSdW6fPBrG2LyI2d39PZDw0ZhIGtjPkNDLLtZn5X62T0uDGz2SUpISRWHw0SBWjmM2uZn2pUZCaWOBCS7srEyOu uSCbTdGG4C2fvArNy4pnuX5Vrt7mcRTgFM7gAjy4hircQw0aIADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRuubkMyfwR87nD+ArjPg=</latexit>
ni(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="B40USw6N15X0G4vnb7l9PJ1j9Ko=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tFqJeSiKDHohePFewHtKFst pt27WYTdidCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6d1dtPXBsRqwecJNyP6FCJUDCK1mqpvqjieb9ccWvuXGQVvBwqkKvRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOed eiohE3fjbfdkrOrDMgYaztU0jm7u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2a5NjP/q3VTDK/9TKgkRa7Y4qMwlQRjMjudDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdqASjYEb/nkVWhd1DzL95eV+k0eRxFO4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBo/wDK/w5sTOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/5Hz+AO8djrE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B40USw6N15X0G4vnb7l9PJ1j9Ko=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tFqJeSiKDHohePFewHtKFst pt27WYTdidCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6d1dtPXBsRqwecJNyP6FCJUDCK1mqpvqjieb9ccWvuXGQVvBwqkKvRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOed eiohE3fjbfdkrOrDMgYaztU0jm7u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2a5NjP/q3VTDK/9TKgkRa7Y4qMwlQRjMjudDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdqASjYEb/nkVWhd1DzL95eV+k0eRxFO4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBo/wDK/w5sTOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/5Hz+AO8djrE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B40USw6N15X0G4vnb7l9PJ1j9Ko=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tFqJeSiKDHohePFewHtKFst pt27WYTdidCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6d1dtPXBsRqwecJNyP6FCJUDCK1mqpvqjieb9ccWvuXGQVvBwqkKvRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOed eiohE3fjbfdkrOrDMgYaztU0jm7u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2a5NjP/q3VTDK/9TKgkRa7Y4qMwlQRjMjudDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdqASjYEb/nkVWhd1DzL95eV+k0eRxFO4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBo/wDK/w5sTOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/5Hz+AO8djrE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B40USw6N15X0G4vnb7l9PJ1j9Ko=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tFqJeSiKDHohePFewHtKFst pt27WYTdidCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6d1dtPXBsRqwecJNyP6FCJUDCK1mqpvqjieb9ccWvuXGQVvBwqkKvRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOed eiohE3fjbfdkrOrDMgYaztU0jm7u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2a5NjP/q3VTDK/9TKgkRa7Y4qMwlQRjMjudDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdqASjYEb/nkVWhd1DzL95eV+k0eRxFO4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBo/wDK/w5sTOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/5Hz+AO8djrE=</latexit>
c†`
<latexit sha1_base64="iIny0CzlpM5oitlEkZ5gnP+nJTI=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV4giWUym bRDJzNhZiKU0Mdw40IRtz6NO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc5hz/ijjTBvX/XYqa+sbm1vV7drO7t7+Qf3wqKtlrgjtEMml6kdYU84E7RhmOO1niuI04rQXjW9n9d4TVZpJ8WAmGQ1TPBQsYQQba/lkEFDOH4MYDwf1htt050Kr4JXQgFLtQf0riCXJUyoM4Vhr33MzExZYGUY4ndaCXNMMkz EeUt+iwCnVYTFfeYrOrBOjRCr7hEFz9/dEgVOtJ2lkO1NsRnq5NjP/q/m5Sa7DgoksN1SQxUdJzpGRaHY/ipmixPCJBUwUs7siMsIKE2NTqtkQvOWTV6F70fQs3182WjdlHFU4gVM4Bw+uoAV30IYOEJDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cj5/ACnKkSk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iIny0CzlpM5oitlEkZ5gnP+nJTI=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV4giWUym bRDJzNhZiKU0Mdw40IRtz6NO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc5hz/ijjTBvX/XYqa+sbm1vV7drO7t7+Qf3wqKtlrgjtEMml6kdYU84E7RhmOO1niuI04rQXjW9n9d4TVZpJ8WAmGQ1TPBQsYQQba/lkEFDOH4MYDwf1htt050Kr4JXQgFLtQf0riCXJUyoM4Vhr33MzExZYGUY4ndaCXNMMkz EeUt+iwCnVYTFfeYrOrBOjRCr7hEFz9/dEgVOtJ2lkO1NsRnq5NjP/q/m5Sa7DgoksN1SQxUdJzpGRaHY/ipmixPCJBUwUs7siMsIKE2NTqtkQvOWTV6F70fQs3182WjdlHFU4gVM4Bw+uoAV30IYOEJDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cj5/ACnKkSk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iIny0CzlpM5oitlEkZ5gnP+nJTI=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV4giWUym bRDJzNhZiKU0Mdw40IRtz6NO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc5hz/ijjTBvX/XYqa+sbm1vV7drO7t7+Qf3wqKtlrgjtEMml6kdYU84E7RhmOO1niuI04rQXjW9n9d4TVZpJ8WAmGQ1TPBQsYQQba/lkEFDOH4MYDwf1htt050Kr4JXQgFLtQf0riCXJUyoM4Vhr33MzExZYGUY4ndaCXNMMkz EeUt+iwCnVYTFfeYrOrBOjRCr7hEFz9/dEgVOtJ2lkO1NsRnq5NjP/q/m5Sa7DgoksN1SQxUdJzpGRaHY/ipmixPCJBUwUs7siMsIKE2NTqtkQvOWTV6F70fQs3182WjdlHFU4gVM4Bw+uoAV30IYOEJDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cj5/ACnKkSk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iIny0CzlpM5oitlEkZ5gnP+nJTI=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV4giWUym bRDJzNhZiKU0Mdw40IRtz6NO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc5hz/ijjTBvX/XYqa+sbm1vV7drO7t7+Qf3wqKtlrgjtEMml6kdYU84E7RhmOO1niuI04rQXjW9n9d4TVZpJ8WAmGQ1TPBQsYQQba/lkEFDOH4MYDwf1htt050Kr4JXQgFLtQf0riCXJUyoM4Vhr33MzExZYGUY4ndaCXNMMkz EeUt+iwCnVYTFfeYrOrBOjRCr7hEFz9/dEgVOtJ2lkO1NsRnq5NjP/q/m5Sa7DgoksN1SQxUdJzpGRaHY/ipmixPCJBUwUs7siMsIKE2NTqtkQvOWTV6F70fQs3182WjdlHFU4gVM4Bw+uoAV30IYOEJDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cj5/ACnKkSk=</latexit>
ck
<latexit sha1_base64="pm+ShGRwL4cQOKOC6QG8IRvRpQA=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5j QOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfWH/fdqlfz5iKr4BdQhUKNvvvVGyQsi7lCJqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F2LisbcBPl81Sk5s86ARIm2TyGZu78nchobM4lD2xlTHJnl2sz8r9bNMLoOcqHSDLlii4+iTBJMyOxuMhCaM5QTC5RpYXclbEQ1ZWjTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AUOcjcU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pm+ShGRwL4cQOKOC6QG8IRvRpQA=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5j QOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfWH/fdqlfz5iKr4BdQhUKNvvvVGyQsi7lCJqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F2LisbcBPl81Sk5s86ARIm2TyGZu78nchobM4lD2xlTHJnl2sz8r9bNMLoOcqHSDLlii4+iTBJMyOxuMhCaM5QTC5RpYXclbEQ1ZWjTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AUOcjcU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pm+ShGRwL4cQOKOC6QG8IRvRpQA=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5j QOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfWH/fdqlfz5iKr4BdQhUKNvvvVGyQsi7lCJqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F2LisbcBPl81Sk5s86ARIm2TyGZu78nchobM4lD2xlTHJnl2sz8r9bNMLoOcqHSDLlii4+iTBJMyOxuMhCaM5QTC5RpYXclbEQ1ZWjTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AUOcjcU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pm+ShGRwL4cQOKOC6QG8IRvRpQA=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5j QOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfWH/fdqlfz5iKr4BdQhUKNvvvVGyQsi7lCJqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F2LisbcBPl81Sk5s86ARIm2TyGZu78nchobM4lD2xlTHJnl2sz8r9bNMLoOcqHSDLlii4+iTBJMyOxuMhCaM5QTC5RpYXclbEQ1ZWjTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AUOcjcU=</latexit>
ni(t)
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FIG. 3. Operator dynamics in the open system. (a) In the
quantum chaotic phase III, initially local operators generate
highly entangled non-conserved operators Onc that spread
ballistically at the butterfly velocity vB . These correlations
are encoded in extensive operator strings, which are decohered
at the boundary in a time of about L/vB . Such processes only
contribute a subextensive amount to the mutual information
and entanglement in ρNEAS(t) because their production rate,
given by an Ohm’s law of dissipation J2 ∼ Dδ2/L2, is not
enough to compensate for their short lifetime. (b) In the
noninteracting fermion phase II, an initially local density op-
erator can be split into a nonlocal pair of fermion operators.
This pair lives for a diffusive time in the system τTh = L
2/D
before one of these operators reaches the boundary, where it
becomes decohered by the reservoir. Such nonlocal correla-
tions give rise to the extensive mutual information and entan-
glement in ρNEAS(t) since their production rate J
2 ∼ Dδ2/L2
is sufficiently fast compared to their lifetime τTh.
for finite p1 and p2 (phase III) is the presence of ballis-
tic operator spreading, whereas the operator spreading
is diffusive in phases I and II, where p1 = 0 and p2 = 0,
respectively. This separation of timescales between the
spreading of correlations and the diffusion of the con-
served charge leads to a simple heuristic picture for the
emergence of local equilibrium, which is illustrated in
Figs. 3(a)-3(b). Because of the action of the partial swaps
in phases II and III, the system’s NEAS density matrix
is constantly “emitting” nonconserved operators Onc at
a rate per site that scales as the square of the current
J2 ∼ Dδ2/L2 (where δ is the end-to-end difference of the
local magnetization, and L is the length of the system).
In phase III, these nonconserved operators spread bal-
listically at speed vB and thus only “live” for a time of
about L/vB before they reach a boundary and are “ab-
sorbed” (decohered) by that reservoir [see Fig. 3(a)], im-
plying that they can only accumulate to a density on the
order of Dδ2/LvB . Since these nonconserved operators
are needed to preserve the unitary evolution in the bulk,
when they are quickly lost to the reservoir and remain
at a low density, the deviation ∆S = S(ρLE)−S(ρNEAS)
remains small.
Understanding the volume-law deviation of the entropy
from local equilibrium in the other two phases requires
separate consideration: In phase I, the argument above
no longer applies because the absence of partial swaps
9implies that the NEAS has a zero rate for “emitting”
nonconserved operators. In this case, the extensive devi-
ation from local equilibrium is encoded in the single-site
spin densities: In the NEAS, each site came most re-
cently from one of the two reservoir,s and it still has the
same spin density. In phase II, the “emission” process is
present, but the nonconserved operators spread only dif-
fusively; thus, they live for a time of about L2/D and
build up to a constant density in the thermodynamic
limit on the order of δ2 [see Fig. 3(b)]. We find that
this finite density of non-conserved operators leads to a
volume-law deviation of the entropy, mutual information,
and entanglement away from local equilibrium.
B. Phase diagram
In this section, we describe our derivation of the phase
diagram for the NEAS as a function of p1 and p2 with
many of the technical details underlying this analysis pro-
vided in the appendixes.
1. Phase I: Discrete hopping limit
For p1 = 0, we can see, by inspection, that diagonal




[τiρmL + (1− τi)ρmR ] (27)
are NEASs of the random circuit, where τi is a pseudospin
variable that keeps track of whether a given density op-
erator was originally inserted from the left or right reser-
voir. The attracting nature of these states arises because
the random phases for the gates in (14) do not affect this
type of product state, while the SWAPs simply rearrange
the configuration of on-site density matrices. If the initial
state has any off-diagonal coherences in this u, d basis,
they will diffuse to the boundaries and “disappear” into
the reservoirs. The dynamics within the NEAS manifold
can then be mapped to the SSEP where ρmL/mR maps to
a pseudospin-up or pseudospin-down state at a given site
and the pseudospin reservoirs are fully polarized. This re-
sult allows us to characterize the entire distribution func-
tion of the NEASs through the relation P(ρτ ) = P (τ ) for
P (τ ) satisfying Eq. (19) with δ = 1. Note that this case
is perhaps an unconventional perspective on the classical
SSEP, which is typically formulated as an intrinsically
stochastic and dissipative process. Instead, we view the
dynamics as produced by one particular circuit, and for
finite L for that specific circuit there is a unique time-
dependent absorbing state ρτ (t).
We can find the average entropy of the NEASs by not-
ing that
S(ρτ ) = NLS(ρmL) +NRS(ρmR), (28)
where NL is the total number of pseudospin-up states of
the chain and NR = L−NL is the number of pseudospin-
down states. Because of the pseudospin z inversion sym-
metry, NL = NR = L/2. Considering the antisymmetric
case mL = −mR = δ/2 and comparing to local equilib-
rium, we find, after averaging Eq. (28) over circuits, the
volume-law correction






(1− δ2) tanh−1(δ) +O(L0).
(29)
In the limit δ → 1, the NEAS approaches a pure state,
and this deviation reaches its maximum possible value.
2. Phase II: Diffusive noninteracting fermions
For p2 = 0, the NEASs have exact representations
as Gaussian fermionic states because the dynamics are
equivalent to that of noninteracting fermions and, in the
fermion representation, the reservoirs are clearly Gaus-
sian states. Such states are uniquely determined by their
two-point function [85–87]:
Gij = Tr[ρ c
†
i cj ], (30)
S(ρ) = −Tr[(I−G) log(I−G)]− Tr[G logG], (31)
where ci are fermion annihilation operators [see (20)].
The operators ci spread diffusively in this random cir-
cuit, leading to diffusive spreading of both the spin den-
sity ni = c
†
i ci and the coherences c
†
i cj for i 6= j [see
Fig. 2c]. Again, any non-Gaussian features of the ini-
tial state will diffuse to the boundaries and disappear
into the reservoirs, leaving the Gaussian NEAS at long
times. The presence of the log of the two-point function
makes it difficult to compute the average entropy. For
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to anti-symmetric reser-
voirs mL = −mR = δ/2 and small δ, which allows us to
expand the log by transforming into an eigenbasis of G
at each instance of time
S(ρNEAS) ≈ −2 Tr[G¯ log G¯]− 2 Tr[δG2], (32)
where δG = G − G¯. Since G¯ is just given by the lin-
ear magnetization profile, the first term is the entropy
of local equilibrium, while the second term accounts for
the deviations arising from additional correlations and is
determined by the covariance matrix
Aij ≡ [δG2]ij = (1− δij)|〈c†i cj〉|2 + δij
(〈ni〉2 − 〈ni〉2).
(33)
To solve for Aij , we work in the scaling limit (L → ∞)
for p1L
2  1 and only compute the lowest-order cor-
rection in a 1/L expansion. Defining the coordinates
x = i/L and y = j/L, we introduce the variables
a(x, y) = AxL,yL+1 and h(x) = AxL,xL. The restric-
tion to nearest-neighbor gates implies that, away from
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the diagonal x = y, a(x, y) satisfies a diffusion equa-
tion with boundary conditions a(x, 1) = a(0, y) = 0. In-
tegrating out the h(x) variable, one finds that a(x, y)
has a constant source term along the diagonal given by
−2J2Lδ(x−y) = −2δ2δ(x−y)/L. This diffusion problem




δ2 +O(L−2) +O(δ4) . (34)
The deviation from local equilibrium can be expressed











which has a volume-law correction away from both local
equilibrium and the average entropy of phase I. We can
also compute the mutual information of two sections of
the chain cut at a point z ∈ (0, 1),
I(L : R) = δ2z2(1− z)2L+O(L0) +O(δ4) . (36)
In sharp contrast to the p1 = 0 solution, we find that the
NEASs have a volume-law scaling of the mutual informa-
tion, indicating that these states are highly correlated.
For mixed states, the mutual information is not a direct
measure of entanglement as it can be dominated by clas-
sical correlations [5]. In Sec. III D we explicitly show that
the NEAS density matrix has volume-law entanglement
for sufficiently large δ by computing a lower bound on
the logarithmic negativity. When measured according to
the fermionic logarithmic negativity recently introduced
by Shapourian, Shiozaki, and Ryu [88], we find that this
volume-law scaling persists down to arbitrarily small δ.
This result establishes that the NEAS density matrix is
driven to a nonseparable state in the large-L limit. Thus,
the volume-law deviation of the entropy in phase II arises
from entanglement and nonlocal correlations, while the
deviation in phase I arises from “classical,” single-site
magnetizations.
3. Phase III: Quantum chaotic
For nonzero values of p1 and p2, the dynamics in the
bulk are quantum chaotic as discussed in Sec. III A. Re-
call that the effective butterfly velocity vB , which mea-
sures the speed of the ballistic operator front, scales as
v2B ∼ min(
√
p1p2, p2), while the diffusion constant for
conserved quantities is identical for all values of p1 and
p2. The calculation of the average entropy in this region
is more difficult than in phases I and II because this ran-
dom circuit does not map to an integrable model. To
approach the calculation analytically, we instead work
perturbatively in δ. This method allows us to expand
log ρNEAS = log(ρ¯ + ρNEAS − ρ¯) to derive an expression
for the average entropy similar to Eq. (32),
∆S ≈ 2L−1(Tr[ρ2NEAS]− Tr[ρ¯2]), (37)
which reduces the computation of the average entropy
to the easier task of computing the average purity. The
details of this calculation are described in Appendix E,
while we give a brief summary here, with more details
provided in the discussion of the crossover behavior in
Sec. III C. The approach we take is to first derive exact
steady-state equations for the average replicated density
matrix ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS. The solution to these equations
can then be mapped to the NESS of a fictitious six-species
stochastic lattice gas model, which we refer to as the abc
model. Here, the a particles represent the off-diagonal co-
herences of the density matrix, while the b and c particles
represent different types of density-density correlations.
To solve this model, we use the ansatz that the n-point
connected correlation functions of ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS have
a scaling as δn/Ln−1 or smaller. This type of scaling is
well known for the SSEP and can be proved exactly for
phases I and II. Using this ansatz, for p1,2L
2  1, the
lowest-order correction to the entropy deviation from lo-










where α1 = (3− p1), α2 = 2 +
√
2p2/(2− p2) are order-
one constants computed from the perturbative solution
to the the abc model (see Appendix E). As a result, the
average entropy is given by that of local equilibrium in
the large-L limit. This behavior is similar to the SSEP,
where the leading-order L0 term in ∆S at small δ scales
as δ4. We can bound the higher-order corrections to ∆S
since S(ρLE) ≥ S(ρ¯) ≥ S(ρNEAS) and S(ρ¯) is equal to
S(ρLE) up to a constant correction [25, 26]. To second
order in δ and for p1,2L
2  1, we find that the mutual
information between two halves of the chain has the scal-
ing









2(2− p2) is computed from the abc model.
Based on our analysis, we suspect that P(ρNEAS) is con-
centrated near ρ¯, whose mutual information is bounded
by logL for large δ, but further analysis is required to
make more definitive statements about the mutual infor-
mation at large values of δ.
C. Crossovers between phases
Here, we carefully analyze the finite-size scaling of
the crossovers between each phase to gain further in-
sight into the relevant length scales that describe the
NEASs. Conveniently, we have an analytic description
of the entire phase diagram for this model using the per-
turbative solution to the abc model for ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS
introduced in Appendix E. Essentially, to second order
in δ, the average replicated density matrix for antisym-
metric reservoirs (mL = −mR) is entirely determined
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by six correlation functions: the average magnetization
profile 〈ui〉, the average connected spin-spin correlations
τij ≡ 〈uiuj〉 − 〈ui〉〈uj〉, and the average fluctuations
hi ≡ 〈ui〉2 − 〈ui〉2, (40)
bij ≡ 〈〈uiuj〉2〉c + 〈〈uidj〉2〉c, (41)
Bij ≡ 〈〈uiuj〉2〉c − 〈〈uidj〉2〉c, (42)
aij ≡ |〈σ+i σ−j 〉|2, (43)
where 〈〈AB〉2〉c ≡ 〈AB〉2 − 〈A〉2〈B〉2 denote the con-
nected correlations defined with respect to the single-site
fluctuations. For antisymmetric reservoirs, these correla-
tions are invariant under δ → −δ, which sends ui → di
and vice versa. The average connected spin-spin correla-
tion is known exactly from the mapping of ρ¯ to the NESS
of the SSEP and is given by (see Appendix C):
τij = − i(L+ 1− j)
L(L+ 1)2
δ2. (44)
We define the scaled variables x ≡ i/L and y ≡ (j−1)/L,
then, expanding to lowest order in 1/L and second order
in δ, we find that these correlation functions satisfy a set






∇2a(x, y) = 4p2L
2
2− p2 a(x, y), (46)
∇2b(x, y) = 4p1L
2
3− p1 b(x, y), ∇
2B(x, y) = 0, (47)
where δJ2(x) ≡ h(x) + B(x, x) − a(x, x) − τ(x, x) gives
the corrections to the current fluctuations as compared
to local equilibrium. In terms of these variables, we can











dx [a(x, y) + 2b(x, y)],






dx [a(x, y) + 2b(x, y)]. (49)
The boundary conditions are such that all the connected
correlation functions vanish for x or y equal to 0 or 1.
There is also a set of boundary conditions on the diag-
onal, which mix these different functions and result in a
nontrivial steady-state. The boundary condition for the
coherences takes the form







which provides a microscopic justification for the heuris-
tic picture outlined in Sec. III A, where we argued that
the action of the partial swaps leads to nonconserved op-
erators being generated at a rate per site proportional to
the average current fluctuations. From Eq. (50), we find
that there is an additional source term δJ2(x), which ac-
counts for the deviations of the current fluctuations from
local equilibrium and has to be found self-consistently.
The full expressions for the diagonal boundary conditions
for b(x, y) and B(x, y) are given in Appendix E. Solving
these equations we find that b(x, y) is only nonzero at
order δ4 for all values of p1 and p2. Our expectation
from the SSEP is that the δ4 corrections scale with a
higher power of L, which would imply that these density-
density fluctuations only give rise to an area-law correc-
tion to the entropy and mutual information. The field
B(x, y) ∼ δ2/L has a nontrivial dependence on p1 and
p2, but this field gives no direct contribution to the en-
tropy at second order in δ.
Using these coupled diffusion equations, we can obtain
a quantitative picture for the crossover behavior. The
results are summarized in Fig. 4. In panel (a), we iden-
tify the crossover boundaries between the three phases
as determined by the scaling of ∆S and I(L : R), while
panel (b) schematically shows the functional behavior of
both quantities in the crossover from (A) phase I to II,
(B) phase II to III, and (C) phase III to I.
Phase I to II crossover.—The phase I to II crossover
is distinct from those to phase III because all opera-
tors spread diffusively in both phases so ballistic oper-
ator spreading does not play a role. Instead, one can
understand the crossover solely in terms of the dynam-
ics of diffusive noninteracting fermions. In phase I, the
fermion operators that have an expectation value in the
NEAS are predominantly paired into density operators
ni = c
†
i ci. Once injected into the system from one of the
reservoirs, these operators live for a time on the order of
the Thouless time τTh = L
2/D before escaping back out
to the reservoirs. However, if a partial swap gate acts on
this operator within τTh, then ni will break up into a pair
of creation and annihilation operators. These operators
then evolve independently in the system before escaping
to the reservoir. Their common origin from the initially
local density operator gives rise to the transient long-
range entanglement in the system. In phase II, this is in
fact the dominating physics as the density operators are
almost immediately broken up into pairs of independent
creation and annihilation operators once they enter the
system. Based on this argument, we expect the crossover
to occur for p1L
2 ∼ 1.
We can verify this scaling directly using Eqs. (45) and
(50). For p1L
2  1, Eq. (45) has the approximate solu-
tion
h(x) ≈ x(1− x)δ2, (51)
which, unlike local equilibrium, leads to order L0 current
fluctuations δJ2(x) instead of L−2. Thus, despite the
small value of p1, these large current fluctuations allow
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L 3<latexit sha1_base64="6trI6Ph rPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7h TQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OXrNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx 3gwz88KEM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1QqxppwJ6h tmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhV dwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2L RU4pjrIpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T+vnZroPMi YSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2VkQGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9X L6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclndu EXnI9vZd+OjA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6trI6Ph rPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7h TQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OXrNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx 3gwz88KEM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1QqxppwJ6h tmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhV dwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2L RU4pjrIpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T+vnZroPMi YSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2VkQGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9X L6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclndu EXnI9vZd+OjA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6trI6Ph rPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7h TQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OXrNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx 3gwz88KEM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1QqxppwJ6h tmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhV dwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2L RU4pjrIpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T+vnZroPMi YSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2VkQGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9X L6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclndu EXnI9vZd+OjA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6trI6Ph rPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7h TQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OXrNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx 3gwz88KEM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1QqxppwJ6h tmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhV dwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2L RU4pjrIpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T+vnZroPMi YSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2VkQGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9X L6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclndu EXnI9vZd+OjA==</latexit> L 2 L 1
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L 3<latexit sha1_base64=" 6trI6PhrPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9S wNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7hTQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OX rNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx3gwz88K EM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1Q qxppwJ6htmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7 gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhVdwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJ ksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2LRU4pjr IpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T +vnZroPMiYSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2Vk QGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9XL6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8 OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclnduEXnI9v Zd+OjA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" 6trI6PhrPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9S wNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7hTQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OX rNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx3gwz88K EM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1Q qxppwJ6htmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7 gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhVdwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJ ksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2LRU4pjr IpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T +vnZroPMiYSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2Vk QGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9XL6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8 OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclnduEXnI9v Zd+OjA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" 6trI6PhrPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9S wNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7hTQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OX rNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx3gwz88K EM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1Q qxppwJ6htmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7 gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhVdwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJ ksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2LRU4pjr IpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T +vnZroPMiYSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2Vk QGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9XL6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8 OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclnduEXnI9v Zd+OjA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" 6trI6PhrPYRRl+CFQKozhfOvhpg=">AAAB7HicbVA9S wNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7hTQe2CNhYWEbwkkJxhb7OX rNnbPXb3hHDkP9hYqNj6g+z8N26SKzT6YODx3gwz88K EM21c98spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+XtnYaWqSLUJ5JL1Q qxppwJ6htmOG0liuI45LQZDq8mfvORKs2kuDOjhAYx7 gsWMYKNlRo399nRybhbrrhVdwr0l3g5qUCOerf82elJ ksZUGMKx1m3PTUyQYWUY4XRc6qSaJpgMcZ+2LRU4pjr IpteO0YFVeiiSypYwaKr+nMhwrPUoDm1njM1Az3sT8T +vnZroPMiYSFJDBZktilKOjEST11GPKUoMH1mCiWL2Vk QGWGFibEAlG4I3//Jf4h9XL6re7WmldpmnUYQ92IdD8 OAManANdfCBwAM8wQu8OtJ5dt6c91lrwclnduEXnI9v Zd+OjA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="sA PrmaXVIyRv3mqrA7bRIJ+KLu0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG/FXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S /w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW 8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocC W+GoPvNbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVZq1nvlilt15yCrxMt JBXI0euWvbj9hWYzSMEG17nhuaoIJVYYzgdNSN9OYUjaiA+ xYKmmMOpjMD52SM6v0SZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxaDtjaoZ62 ZuJ/3mdzETXwYTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjL7mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3 EjakijJjsynZELzll1eJf1G9qXrNy0rtNk+jCCdwCufgwRXU 4A4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8EgIyb</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="sA PrmaXVIyRv3mqrA7bRIJ+KLu0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG/FXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S /w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW 8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocC W+GoPvNbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVZq1nvlilt15yCrxMt JBXI0euWvbj9hWYzSMEG17nhuaoIJVYYzgdNSN9OYUjaiA+ xYKmmMOpjMD52SM6v0SZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxaDtjaoZ62 ZuJ/3mdzETXwYTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjL7mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3 EjakijJjsynZELzll1eJf1G9qXrNy0rtNk+jCCdwCufgwRXU 4A4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8EgIyb</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="sA PrmaXVIyRv3mqrA7bRIJ+KLu0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG/FXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S /w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW 8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocC W+GoPvNbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVZq1nvlilt15yCrxMt JBXI0euWvbj9hWYzSMEG17nhuaoIJVYYzgdNSN9OYUjaiA+ xYKmmMOpjMD52SM6v0SZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxaDtjaoZ62 ZuJ/3mdzETXwYTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjL7mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3 EjakijJjsynZELzll1eJf1G9qXrNy0rtNk+jCCdwCufgwRXU 4A4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8EgIyb</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="sA PrmaXVIyRv3mqrA7bRIJ+KLu0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG/FXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S /w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW 8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocC W+GoPvNbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVZq1nvlilt15yCrxMt JBXI0euWvbj9hWYzSMEG17nhuaoIJVYYzgdNSN9OYUjaiA+ xYKmmMOpjMD52SM6v0SZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxaDtjaoZ62 ZuJ/3mdzETXwYTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjL7mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3 EjakijJjsynZELzll1eJf1G9qXrNy0rtNk+jCCdwCufgwRXU 4A4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8EgIyb</l atexit>
(↵, ) = (1, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="uo3Mm/Zj hQDE4iiQ1d/QLgPqRSk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/4sfNS7AILZSS iKAehKIXjxWMLTShTLabdulmE3Y3Qg3Fv+LFg4pXf4g3/43bNgdtfTDweG +GmXlBwqhUtv1tFJaWV1bXiuuljc2t7R1zd+9exqnAxMUxi0U7AEkY5cRVV DHSTgSBKGCkFQyvJ37rgQhJY36nRgnxI+hzGlIMSktd86DiAUsGUPMCoqB 6WXFqdrVrlu26PYW1SJyclFGOZtf88noxTiPCFWYgZcexE+VnIBTFjIxLXi pJAngIfdLRlENEpJ9Nrx9bx1rpWWEsdHFlTdXfExlEUo6iQHdGoAZy3puI /3mdVIXnfkZ5kirC8WxRmDJLxdYkCqtHBcGKjTQBLKi+1cIDEICVDqykQ3 DmX14k7kn9ou7cnpYbV3kaRXSIjlAFOegMNdANaiIXYfSIntErejOejBfj3 fiYtRaMfGYf/YHx+QMSfZM5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uo3Mm/Zj hQDE4iiQ1d/QLgPqRSk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/4sfNS7AILZSS iKAehKIXjxWMLTShTLabdulmE3Y3Qg3Fv+LFg4pXf4g3/43bNgdtfTDweG +GmXlBwqhUtv1tFJaWV1bXiuuljc2t7R1zd+9exqnAxMUxi0U7AEkY5cRVV DHSTgSBKGCkFQyvJ37rgQhJY36nRgnxI+hzGlIMSktd86DiAUsGUPMCoqB 6WXFqdrVrlu26PYW1SJyclFGOZtf88noxTiPCFWYgZcexE+VnIBTFjIxLXi pJAngIfdLRlENEpJ9Nrx9bx1rpWWEsdHFlTdXfExlEUo6iQHdGoAZy3puI /3mdVIXnfkZ5kirC8WxRmDJLxdYkCqtHBcGKjTQBLKi+1cIDEICVDqykQ3 DmX14k7kn9ou7cnpYbV3kaRXSIjlAFOegMNdANaiIXYfSIntErejOejBfj3 fiYtRaMfGYf/YHx+QMSfZM5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uo3Mm/Zj hQDE4iiQ1d/QLgPqRSk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/4sfNS7AILZSS iKAehKIXjxWMLTShTLabdulmE3Y3Qg3Fv+LFg4pXf4g3/43bNgdtfTDweG +GmXlBwqhUtv1tFJaWV1bXiuuljc2t7R1zd+9exqnAxMUxi0U7AEkY5cRVV DHSTgSBKGCkFQyvJ37rgQhJY36nRgnxI+hzGlIMSktd86DiAUsGUPMCoqB 6WXFqdrVrlu26PYW1SJyclFGOZtf88noxTiPCFWYgZcexE+VnIBTFjIxLXi pJAngIfdLRlENEpJ9Nrx9bx1rpWWEsdHFlTdXfExlEUo6iQHdGoAZy3puI /3mdVIXnfkZ5kirC8WxRmDJLxdYkCqtHBcGKjTQBLKi+1cIDEICVDqykQ3 DmX14k7kn9ou7cnpYbV3kaRXSIjlAFOegMNdANaiIXYfSIntErejOejBfj3 fiYtRaMfGYf/YHx+QMSfZM5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uo3Mm/Zj hQDE4iiQ1d/QLgPqRSk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/4sfNS7AILZSS iKAehKIXjxWMLTShTLabdulmE3Y3Qg3Fv+LFg4pXf4g3/43bNgdtfTDweG +GmXlBwqhUtv1tFJaWV1bXiuuljc2t7R1zd+9exqnAxMUxi0U7AEkY5cRVV DHSTgSBKGCkFQyvJ37rgQhJY36nRgnxI+hzGlIMSktd86DiAUsGUPMCoqB 6WXFqdrVrlu26PYW1SJyclFGOZtf88noxTiPCFWYgZcexE+VnIBTFjIxLXi pJAngIfdLRlENEpJ9Nrx9bx1rpWWEsdHFlTdXfExlEUo6iQHdGoAZy3puI /3mdVIXnfkZ5kirC8WxRmDJLxdYkCqtHBcGKjTQBLKi+1cIDEICVDqykQ3 DmX14k7kn9ou7cnpYbV3kaRXSIjlAFOegMNdANaiIXYfSIntErejOejBfj3 fiYtRaMfGYf/YHx+QMSfZM5</latexit>
 S ⇠ L↵
<latexit sha1_base64="kcXk0Owmm0mOUuoyZtJuz4+bv0g=">AAAB/ni cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ooIXL4tF8FQSEdRbUQ8ePFQ0ttDEMtlu26W7SdjdCCX24F/x4kHFq7/Dm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMacf5tgpz8wuLS8Xl0srq2 vqGvbl1p+JUEuqRmMeyEYKinEXU00xz2kgkBRFyWg/75yO//kClYnF0qwcJDQR0I9ZhBLSRWvaOf0G5BnyDfcUEvrr3gSc9aNllp+KMgWeJm5MyylFr2V 9+OyapoJEmHJRquk6igwykZoTTYclPFU2A9KFLm4ZGIKgKsvH9Q7xvlDbuxNJUpPFY/T2RgVBqIELTKUD31LQ3Ev/zmqnunAQZi5JU04hMFnVSjnWMR2H gNpOUaD4wBIhk5lZMeiCBaBNZyYTgTr88S7zDymnFvT4qV8/yNIpoF+2hA+SiY1RFl6iGPETQI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY9JasPKZbfQH1ucPBN2VBQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="kcXk0Owmm0mOUuoyZtJuz4+bv0g=">AAAB/ni cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ooIXL4tF8FQSEdRbUQ8ePFQ0ttDEMtlu26W7SdjdCCX24F/x4kHFq7/Dm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMacf5tgpz8wuLS8Xl0srq2 vqGvbl1p+JUEuqRmMeyEYKinEXU00xz2kgkBRFyWg/75yO//kClYnF0qwcJDQR0I9ZhBLSRWvaOf0G5BnyDfcUEvrr3gSc9aNllp+KMgWeJm5MyylFr2V 9+OyapoJEmHJRquk6igwykZoTTYclPFU2A9KFLm4ZGIKgKsvH9Q7xvlDbuxNJUpPFY/T2RgVBqIELTKUD31LQ3Ev/zmqnunAQZi5JU04hMFnVSjnWMR2H gNpOUaD4wBIhk5lZMeiCBaBNZyYTgTr88S7zDymnFvT4qV8/yNIpoF+2hA+SiY1RFl6iGPETQI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY9JasPKZbfQH1ucPBN2VBQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="kcXk0Owmm0mOUuoyZtJuz4+bv0g=">AAAB/ni cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ooIXL4tF8FQSEdRbUQ8ePFQ0ttDEMtlu26W7SdjdCCX24F/x4kHFq7/Dm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMacf5tgpz8wuLS8Xl0srq2 vqGvbl1p+JUEuqRmMeyEYKinEXU00xz2kgkBRFyWg/75yO//kClYnF0qwcJDQR0I9ZhBLSRWvaOf0G5BnyDfcUEvrr3gSc9aNllp+KMgWeJm5MyylFr2V 9+OyapoJEmHJRquk6igwykZoTTYclPFU2A9KFLm4ZGIKgKsvH9Q7xvlDbuxNJUpPFY/T2RgVBqIELTKUD31LQ3Ev/zmqnunAQZi5JU04hMFnVSjnWMR2H gNpOUaD4wBIhk5lZMeiCBaBNZyYTgTr88S7zDymnFvT4qV8/yNIpoF+2hA+SiY1RFl6iGPETQI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY9JasPKZbfQH1ucPBN2VBQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="kcXk0Owmm0mOUuoyZtJuz4+bv0g=">AAAB/ni cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ooIXL4tF8FQSEdRbUQ8ePFQ0ttDEMtlu26W7SdjdCCX24F/x4kHFq7/Dm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMacf5tgpz8wuLS8Xl0srq2 vqGvbl1p+JUEuqRmMeyEYKinEXU00xz2kgkBRFyWg/75yO//kClYnF0qwcJDQR0I9ZhBLSRWvaOf0G5BnyDfcUEvrr3gSc9aNllp+KMgWeJm5MyylFr2V 9+OyapoJEmHJRquk6igwykZoTTYclPFU2A9KFLm4ZGIKgKsvH9Q7xvlDbuxNJUpPFY/T2RgVBqIELTKUD31LQ3Ev/zmqnunAQZi5JU04hMFnVSjnWMR2H gNpOUaD4wBIhk5lZMeiCBaBNZyYTgTr88S7zDymnFvT4qV8/yNIpoF+2hA+SiY1RFl6iGPETQI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY9JasPKZbfQH1ucPBN2VBQ==</lat exit>
(1, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="qmWwZfm3unBP1AymoG19Rp5I/6Q=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd 298v7Bo4lTzbjPYhnrVkgNl0JxHwVK3ko0p1EoeTMc3U795hPXRsTqAccJDyI6UKIvGEUr+VXvzDvtlituzZ2BLBMvJxXI0eiWvzq9mKURV8gkNabtu QkGGdUomOSTUic1PKFsRAe8bamiETdBNjt2Qk6s0iP9WNtSSGbq74mMRsaMo9B2RhSHZtGbiv957RT7V0EmVJIiV2y+qJ9KgjGZfk56QnOGcmwJZVrY WwkbUk0Z2nxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBhbeNXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qmWwZfm3unBP1AymoG19Rp5I/6Q=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd 298v7Bo4lTzbjPYhnrVkgNl0JxHwVK3ko0p1EoeTMc3U795hPXRsTqAccJDyI6UKIvGEUr+VXvzDvtlituzZ2BLBMvJxXI0eiWvzq9mKURV8gkNabtu QkGGdUomOSTUic1PKFsRAe8bamiETdBNjt2Qk6s0iP9WNtSSGbq74mMRsaMo9B2RhSHZtGbiv957RT7V0EmVJIiV2y+qJ9KgjGZfk56QnOGcmwJZVrY WwkbUk0Z2nxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBhbeNXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qmWwZfm3unBP1AymoG19Rp5I/6Q=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd 298v7Bo4lTzbjPYhnrVkgNl0JxHwVK3ko0p1EoeTMc3U795hPXRsTqAccJDyI6UKIvGEUr+VXvzDvtlituzZ2BLBMvJxXI0eiWvzq9mKURV8gkNabtu QkGGdUomOSTUic1PKFsRAe8bamiETdBNjt2Qk6s0iP9WNtSSGbq74mMRsaMo9B2RhSHZtGbiv957RT7V0EmVJIiV2y+qJ9KgjGZfk56QnOGcmwJZVrY WwkbUk0Z2nxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBhbeNXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qmWwZfm3unBP1AymoG19Rp5I/6Q=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd 298v7Bo4lTzbjPYhnrVkgNl0JxHwVK3ko0p1EoeTMc3U795hPXRsTqAccJDyI6UKIvGEUr+VXvzDvtlituzZ2BLBMvJxXI0eiWvzq9mKURV8gkNabtu QkGGdUomOSTUic1PKFsRAe8bamiETdBNjt2Qk6s0iP9WNtSSGbq74mMRsaMo9B2RhSHZtGbiv957RT7V0EmVJIiV2y+qJ9KgjGZfk56QnOGcmwJZVrY WwkbUk0Z2nxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBhbeNXw==</latexit>
(0, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="IVGe+px60O5gKh1H+OD3AQ2vdeA=">AAAB63i cbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75 f2DRx2niqHPYhGrVkg1Ci7RN9wIbCUKaRQKbIaj26nffEKleSwfzDjBIKIDyfucUWMlv+qeuafdcsWtuTOQZeLlpAI5Gt3yV6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzFBRpX hTOCk1Ek1JpSN6ADblkoaoQ6y2bETcmKVHunHypY0ZKb+nshopPU4Cm1nRM1QL3pT8T+vnZr+VZBxmaQGJZsv6qeCmJhMPyc9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2 HxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBgq2NXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IVGe+px60O5gKh1H+OD3AQ2vdeA=">AAAB63i cbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75 f2DRx2niqHPYhGrVkg1Ci7RN9wIbCUKaRQKbIaj26nffEKleSwfzDjBIKIDyfucUWMlv+qeuafdcsWtuTOQZeLlpAI5Gt3yV6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzFBRpX hTOCk1Ek1JpSN6ADblkoaoQ6y2bETcmKVHunHypY0ZKb+nshopPU4Cm1nRM1QL3pT8T+vnZr+VZBxmaQGJZsv6qeCmJhMPyc9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2 HxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBgq2NXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IVGe+px60O5gKh1H+OD3AQ2vdeA=">AAAB63i cbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75 f2DRx2niqHPYhGrVkg1Ci7RN9wIbCUKaRQKbIaj26nffEKleSwfzDjBIKIDyfucUWMlv+qeuafdcsWtuTOQZeLlpAI5Gt3yV6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzFBRpX hTOCk1Ek1JpSN6ADblkoaoQ6y2bETcmKVHunHypY0ZKb+nshopPU4Cm1nRM1QL3pT8T+vnZr+VZBxmaQGJZsv6qeCmJhMPyc9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2 HxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBgq2NXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IVGe+px60O5gKh1H+OD3AQ2vdeA=">AAAB63i cbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75 f2DRx2niqHPYhGrVkg1Ci7RN9wIbCUKaRQKbIaj26nffEKleSwfzDjBIKIDyfucUWMlv+qeuafdcsWtuTOQZeLlpAI5Gt3yV6cXszRCaZigWrc9NzFBRpX hTOCk1Ek1JpSN6ADblkoaoQ6y2bETcmKVHunHypY0ZKb+nshopPU4Cm1nRM1QL3pT8T+vnZr+VZBxmaQGJZsv6qeCmJhMPyc9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2 HxKNgRv8eVl4p/Xrmve/UWlfpOnUYQjOIYqeHAJdbiDBvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBgq2NXQ==</latexit>
(✏, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="sC09kuwF6MDJotUo3+mxRYn87yc=">AAAB8n icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFJpTNdtIu3eyG3Y1QQv+GFw8qXv013vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2 d3b3qvsHj1pmioJPJZeqExENnAnwDTMcOqkCkkQc2tHoduq3n0BpJsWDGacQJmQgWMwoMVYK6gGkmnEpztzTXrXmNtwZ8DLxClJDBVq96lfQlzRLQBj KidZdz01NmBNlGOUwqQSZhpTQERlA11JBEtBhPrt5gk+s0sexVLaEwTP190ROEq3HSWQ7E2KGetGbiv953czEV2HORJoZEHS+KM44NhJPA8B9poAaPr aEUMXsrZgOiSLU2JgqNgRv8eVl4p83rhve/UWteVOkUUZH6BjVkYcuURPdoRbyEUUpekav6M3JnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/YHz+QNd+pDJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sC09kuwF6MDJotUo3+mxRYn87yc=">AAAB8n icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFJpTNdtIu3eyG3Y1QQv+GFw8qXv013vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2 d3b3qvsHj1pmioJPJZeqExENnAnwDTMcOqkCkkQc2tHoduq3n0BpJsWDGacQJmQgWMwoMVYK6gGkmnEpztzTXrXmNtwZ8DLxClJDBVq96lfQlzRLQBj KidZdz01NmBNlGOUwqQSZhpTQERlA11JBEtBhPrt5gk+s0sexVLaEwTP190ROEq3HSWQ7E2KGetGbiv953czEV2HORJoZEHS+KM44NhJPA8B9poAaPr aEUMXsrZgOiSLU2JgqNgRv8eVl4p83rhve/UWteVOkUUZH6BjVkYcuURPdoRbyEUUpekav6M3JnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/YHz+QNd+pDJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sC09kuwF6MDJotUo3+mxRYn87yc=">AAAB8n icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFJpTNdtIu3eyG3Y1QQv+GFw8qXv013vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2 d3b3qvsHj1pmioJPJZeqExENnAnwDTMcOqkCkkQc2tHoduq3n0BpJsWDGacQJmQgWMwoMVYK6gGkmnEpztzTXrXmNtwZ8DLxClJDBVq96lfQlzRLQBj KidZdz01NmBNlGOUwqQSZhpTQERlA11JBEtBhPrt5gk+s0sexVLaEwTP190ROEq3HSWQ7E2KGetGbiv953czEV2HORJoZEHS+KM44NhJPA8B9poAaPr aEUMXsrZgOiSLU2JgqNgRv8eVl4p83rhve/UWteVOkUUZH6BjVkYcuURPdoRbyEUUpekav6M3JnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/YHz+QNd+pDJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sC09kuwF6MDJotUo3+mxRYn87yc=">AAAB8n icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBPVW9OKxgrGFJpTNdtIu3eyG3Y1QQv+GFw8qXv013vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2 d3b3qvsHj1pmioJPJZeqExENnAnwDTMcOqkCkkQc2tHoduq3n0BpJsWDGacQJmQgWMwoMVYK6gGkmnEpztzTXrXmNtwZ8DLxClJDBVq96lfQlzRLQBj KidZdz01NmBNlGOUwqQSZhpTQERlA11JBEtBhPrt5gk+s0sexVLaEwTP190ROEq3HSWQ7E2KGetGbiv953czEV2HORJoZEHS+KM44NhJPA8B9poAaPr aEUMXsrZgOiSLU2JgqNgRv8eVl4p83rhve/UWteVOkUUZH6BjVkYcuURPdoRbyEUUpekav6M3JnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/YHz+QNd+pDJ</latexit>
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FIG. 4. (a) Crossover boundaries for the NEAS phase di-
agram for small δ. Dotted lines denote mutual information
crossovers, dashed lines denote crossovers in the von Neu-
mann entropy, and the pink boundary denotes the crossover
from diffusive to ballistic coupling to the reservoirs. Here,
0 < (α, β) < 1 are the scaling exponents for ∆S and I(L : R),
respectively. The exponents  and γ denote the crossover
values for the scaling exponents and take continuous values
between 0 and 1. The L−4/3 scaling for the mutual informa-
tion arises because the long-range correlations that contribute
to the mutual information are more strongly suppressed than
the single-site density fluctuations that only contribute to ∆S.
(b) Schematic behavior of the entropy deviation density and
the mutual information density for the three cuts in parame-
ter space labeled in panel (a).
the rate per site of about p1,
(∂x − ∂y) a(x, y)|x=y = 4p1L
6− 3p2 δ
2x(1− x). (52)
This diagonal boundary condition leads to the scaling
a(x, y) ∼ p1L and I(L : R) = β(p1, p2)p1δ2L3 for an
order-one constant β(p1, p2), which implies the emer-
gence of the volume-law mutual information as p1L
2
approaches 1. Remaining in phase I, but increasing
p2L




2 , which leads to the black-diagonal
crossover boundary for the mutual information shown in
Fig. 4(a).
We now return to the description of the phase I to II
crossover on the phase II side (p1L
2  1). Unlike the
phase I side, the current fluctuations in this regime are
close to their value in local equilibrium. Away from order
1/
√








Inserting this into Eq. (50) implies that the diagonal
source term for a(x, y) becomes independent of p1, which
reflects the fact that the density operators are quickly
broken up by the partial swaps within the Thouless
time. Although the current fluctuations are weak in this
regime, the rapid application of the p1 gates allows the
coherences to build up to the large density needed to
recover the volume-law mutual information.
Phase II to III crossover.—Because of its broader
physical significance to disordered metallic systems, the
physical picture underlying the phase II to III crossover
is discussed in more detail in Sec. VI. Since the butterfly
velocity scales as
√
p2 in this regime, there is a natu-
ral crossover scale defined by the value of p2 for which
L/vB ∼ τTh, which suggests that the crossover occurs
when p2L
2 ∼ 1. This is readily verified using Eq. (46),
which shows that when p2L
2  1, the a(x, y) is expo-
nentially damped away from the diagonal. The entropy
deviation and mutual information in this regime are given
by Eqs. (38) and (39), which determine the boundaries
shown in Fig. 4(a).
Phase I to III crossover.—The phase I to III crossover,
which occurs in the regime p1 < p2, is distinct from
the other two crossovers because the system can no
longer be treated as noninteracting or weakly interact-
ing fermions in the crossover regime. Moreover, because
of the weak scaling of the butterfly velocity as (p1p2)
1/4
in this regime, the ballistic operator spreading can play a
secondary role in determining the properties of the NEAS
crossover. This feature of the phase I to III crossover fol-
lows from a similar argument that was used in describing
the phase I to II crossover. Since the partial swaps are
needed to break up the single-site density operators, the
action of the p1 gates is crucial to realizing local equi-
librium; however, for p1L
2  1, the probability of the
partial swaps acting before the density operators are dif-
fusively exchanged with the reservoirs is small. The dis-
tinction from the phase I to II crossover is that the bal-
listic operator spreading can lead to a rapid dissipation
of the nonconserved operators to the reservoirs even for
p1L
2 ∼ 1. In fact, according to our expression for the
butterfly velocity, this overdamping of the coherences
persists until p1p2L
4 ∼ 1. Of course for too-small val-
ues of p1, our derivation of vB no longer applies because
the entire system reaches the NEAS after application of
about L3 gates (note that this is the number of gates ap-
plied to the system within a Thouless time τTh = L
2/D);
however, p1L
3 ∼ 1 is still a much smaller scale than the
crossover scale set by the Thouless time of p1L
2 ∼ 1.
This overdamping of the nonconserved operators mo-
tivates us to consider an approximate description of the
phase I to III crossover in which we model decoherence
induced by the reservoir as an instantaneous measure-
ment of the density matrix in the z basis after each uni-
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tary is applied. In this simplified model, the density
matrix always remains in a diagonal mixed state such
that the dynamics have an effective classical description.
More specifically, each time step of the random circuit is
replaced by a randomly chosen operation on the diago-
nal components of the nearest-neighbor density matrices
that, with probability 1 − p1, applies either the identity
or SWAP operation and, with probability p1, applies a
transition matrix that is the identity except when acting





where θ is a random variable drawn from [0, pi] with prob-
ability density sin θ. The average replicated density ma-
trix for this model is described by the same abc model as
the random circuit, with the restriction that configura-
tions with a particles are no longer allowed. As a result,
to second order in δ, ρ⊗ ρ is characterized in terms of
the correlation functions 〈ui〉, τij , hi, bij , and Bij . Fur-
thermore, these correlations satisfy the same equations
of motion as the random unitary circuit with the con-
straint a(x, y) = 0. While both models exhibit the same
crossover scale at p1L
2 ∼ 1, we can gain some physical
intuition by considering the simpler model without co-
herences. For p1 = 0, we have the same result as for the
random unitary circuit — that P(ρNEAS) can be found
from the NESS for the SSEP. On the other hand, for
large values of p1, the stochasticity induced by allowing
finite θ implies that even a single realization of the NEAS
will be close to the NESS of the SSEP. In this case, the
Thouless time is the only relevant timescale in the prob-
lem since all the dynamics are diffusive, which forces the
crossover scale to be p1L
2 ∼ 1.
D. Volume-law entanglement in phase II
In this section, we show that the entanglement in phase
II follows a volume-law scaling using our analytic solu-
tion for the covariance matrix and exact numerical simu-
lations of the long-time evolution of the random circuit.
The von Neumann entropy and mutual information are
not direct measures of entanglement for mixed-state den-
sity matrices. Although a variety of entanglement mea-
sures for mixed states have been introduced [1], these
measures are generally harder to compute than the von
Neumann entropy because of the difficulty of distinguish-
ing entanglement in many-body systems from nonlocal,
classical correlations, which, for mixed states, can also
be generated by local operations and classical communi-
cation (LOCC) between the two regions. One efficiently
computable measure of entanglement in the Hilbert space
dimension is the logarithmic negativity E(ρ), which was
originally introduced by Vidal and Werner [27] and later
proven to be an entanglement monotone under LOCC
by Plenio [28]. Note that E(ρ) has the property that,
if it is nonzero, then the density matrix is nonseparable
(i.e., entangled) between the two regions. In bosonic or
spin systems, E(ρ) is naturally defined using the partial
transpose operation,
〈iA, jB |ρTA |`A, kB〉 ≡ 〈`A, jB |ρ|iA, kB〉, (55)
where matrix elements are taken with respect to a sepa-
rable orthonormal basis for regions A and B. The loga-
rithmic negativity is
E(ρ) ≡ log||ρTA || (56)
where ||A||≡ Tr[
√
A†A ] is the trace norm. Here,E(ρ) is a
measure of the strength and number of negative eigenval-
ues of ρTA and is an upper bound on the entanglement
of distillation ED(ρ). Note that ED(ρ) is a more fun-
damental measure of entanglement defined as the max-
imum number of near-perfect singlet states that can be
generated from multiple copies of ρ with LOCC on A
and B. Although our underlying physical system in the
random circuit model is a spin system, the logarithmic
negativity for two adjacent regions in the original spin
representation is equal to the logarithmic negativity of
the fermions obtained after a Jordan-Wigner transfor-
mation [89]. Since we have an exact representation of
the NEAS density matrix in phase II in terms of a Gaus-
sian fermionic state, it is natural to ask whether we can
directly compute the logarithmic negativity using this
representation.
For fermionic systems, a partial transpose operation
can be defined analogously to Eq. (55); however, it has
the property that the partial transpose of a fermionic
Gaussian state may not be Gaussian, which makes the
logarithmic negativity generally intractable to compute
for large systems even for these simple fermionic states
[89]. On the other hand, it was argued by Shapourian,
Shiozaki, and Ryu that a more natural definition of the
logarithmic negativity for fermions is in terms of a partial
time-reversal operation on subsystem A [88, 90]. We refer
to this measure as Ef (ρ) to distinguish it from E(ρ). Un-
like the partial transpose, this operation maps fermionic
Gaussian states to fermionic Gaussian states, making it
efficiently computable in the number of fermions. Fur-
thermore, for fermionic Gaussian states, it can be shown
that it is an upper bound on the logarithmic negativ-
ity E(ρ) ≤ Ef (ρ) + log
√
2 [89, 91]. Several efficiently
computable lower bounds on E(ρ) for Gaussian states
were also introduced by Eisert, Eisler and Zimbora´s [91].
Here, we use the lower bound E`(ρ) introduced by these
authors for Gaussian states that conserve particle num-
ber: Tr[ρc†i c
†
j ] = Tr[ρcicj ] = 0 [see Sec. IVB of Ref. [91]
for a definition of E`(ρ)].
To compute the upper and lower bounds for the time-
averaged logarithmic negativity in phase II, we use the
fact that all fourth- and higher-order correlations of the
matrix elements of the two-point function Gij scale as δ
4
or higher. This method allows us to sample random real-
izations of the NEAS two-point function by treating Gij
as independent, normally distributed, random variables
14
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FIG. 5. Upper Ef (ρ) and lower E`(ρ) bounds for the logarith-
mic negativity per unit length in phase II with p1 = 1 and
p2 = 0. The upper bound is equal to the fermionic logarith-
mic negativity [88]. Solid lines are for L = 103 sites computed
by randomly sampling the fermionic two-point function of the
NEAS, which is valid for small δ. Circles are computed from
an exact simulation of the NEAS two-point function for the
random circuit with L = 50 sites. The volume-law coeffi-
cient for Ef (ρ) is nonzero for any δ > 0, while the volume-law
coefficient of E`(ρ) is nonzero only for δ > 0.5.
with mean G¯ij and variance Aij [see Eq. (33)]. Using
this approach to sample from the NEAS, we are able to
compute Ef,`(ρ) for up to several thousand sites, which
allows an accurate determination of the coefficient for
the volume-law term in Ef,`(ρ) as a function of δ. The
results are shown in Fig. 5, where we compare this direct
sampling approach for L = 103 sites to exact simula-
tions of the NEAS two-point function for realizations of
the random circuit with p1 = 1, p2 = 0, and L = 50
sites. We find good agreement between the two indepen-
dently computed coefficients up to δ ≈ 0.75. Interest-
ingly, Ef (ρ) exhibits volume-law scaling for any nonzero
δ, which shows that the NEAS density matrix remains
nonseparable in the scaling limit. On the other hand,
E`(ρ) is exactly zero up until δ = 0.5, at which point a
clear volume-law scaling emerges. The sharp behavior of
the lower bound suggests that the system may undergo
a phase transition with increasing δ from a weakly en-
tangled state to a volume-law entangled state. However,
we expect that the actual behavior of E(ρ) is more like
Ef (ρ), which exhibits a crossover to the volume-law scal-
ing for any nonzero δ. Finally, we remark that it was
recently proven that thermal mixed states of equilibrium
spin models obey an area law for the logarithmic neg-
ativity [29]. Thus, similar to the observed volume-law
mutual information, this volume-law scaling of E(ρ) is a
manifestly nonequilibrium effect.
E. Entropy production following a quench
The discussion so far concerned average properties of
each phase in the long-time limit. It is also interest-
ing to consider the explicit time dynamics of this model,
where the effects of the ballistic operator spreading in the
quantum chaotic region should be more manifest. Here
we make a qualitative argument that, starting from an
initial state that differs extensively in entropy from the
NEAS, the ballistic operator spreading directly appears
in the entropy production rate in the reservoirs following
a quench into the chaotic phase.
For a quench into phase I or II, all operators spread dif-
fusively, implying that the system’s net entropy change,
which is only due to the reservoirs, will grow following
the quench as
√
t until it saturates on a timescale of or-
der L2. In contrast, in phase III, any deviations from
the NEAS can produce operators that spread ballisti-
cally to the boundary, so initially the increase in entropy
can grow linearly in t. This fast entropy production will
saturate on a timescale of order L/vB as the system is
brought to a local equilibrium. But if the magnetization
profile in this initial local equilibrium is extensively away
from the steady state, then at later times, diffusive spin
transport is required for further entropy increase, leading
to a crossover in time to diffusive relaxation of the local
equilibrium state, which then finally approaches a NEAS
by a timescale of order L2.
IV. EXTENSIONS OF THE RANDOM CIRCUIT
MODEL
Two natural extensions of the random circuit model
are to consider higher-dimensional lattices, with the left
and right boundaries of the lattice coupled to reservoirs,
or to allow each site to also be coupled to a qudit with
local Hilbert space dimension q, which acts as a local
bath for the qubit. The closed system dynamics for the
qudit model was studied in Ref. [21] by replacing U+
and U− in the definition of the two-qubit unitaries in
the bulk [see Eq. (11)] by two independent Haar random
unitaries acting on the qudits. The central 2×2 matrix
was replaced by a Haar random unitary acting on the
2q2-dimensional space space spanned by |↑↓〉⊗ |nn′〉 and
|↓↑〉 ⊗ |nn′〉, where n and n′ represent the state of the
qudit on the two sites.
In the qudit model in arbitrary spatial dimensions,
phase I still naturally appears by forbidding partial swaps
of the state of the qubit. However, adding any finite prob-
ability p1 for partial swaps results in quantum chaotic dy-
namics even for p2 = 0, which drives the system to local
equilibrium (phase III, see Fig. 6). Effectively, the qudits
act as a quantum chaotic bath, which can rapidly dissi-
pate entropy into the reservoirs through ballistic operator
spreading. For higher-dimensional lattices of qubits with
finite p2, phase I and phase III are naturally realized for





FIG. 6. Expected NEAS phase diagram as a function of the
partial swap probability p1 for the random circuit model in
higher spatial dimensions or with an additional qudit at each
site in arbitrary dimensions [21], which acts like a local bath
for the qubit. Although phase I is preserved for p1 = 0,
there is no noninteracting fermion regime (phase II) in these
models, and we expect that the system immediately becomes
quantum chaotic and achieves local equilibrium (phase III)
for any finite p1.
for p2 = 0 beyond 1D, there is no longer a mapping of the
random circuit to a system of noninteracting fermions,
and the operator spreading becomes ballistic for any fi-
nite value of p1. In this case, we expect that the system
directly realizes phase III even along the p2 = 0 axis. The
entropy and mutual information properties of the qudit
models and the higher-dimensional qubit models can be
studied analytically using extensions of the abc model
discussed in Appendix E. Although we do not expect the
higher-dimensional random circuit models to naturally
realize phase II, one can consider explicit noninteracting
fermion models in higher dimensions to realize this phase,
one example of which is discussed in Sec. V.
V. NONINTERACTING ANDERSON MODEL
The presence of the volume-law mutual information
in phase II arises from the diffusive spreading of the
fermions that were produced by a Jordan-Wigner trans-
formation of the spins. It is then natural to ask whether a
similar effect occurs in a paradigmatic model for diffusive











where t0 is the hopping, the first sum is over nearest-
neighbor sites of a simple cubic lattice, and Vx is a ran-
dom potential on each site. We draw Vx from a uniform
distribution between ±W/2. In 3D, this model has a
metal-insulator transition near Wc/t ≈ 16.5 [30–32]. We
focus on the diffusive regime 0 < W < Wc. Similar to
the averaging over random unitaries in the circuit model,
this model has characteristic disorder-averaged proper-
ties. For example, the disorder-averaged density-density
response function in 3D at small (k, ω) is dominated by
a diffusive pole
χ(k, ω) ∼ 4piν
Dk2 − iω , (58)
where, in this section, the overbar denotes a disorder av-
erage, D is the diffusion constant, and ν is the density of
states, with the fluctuations of these diffusive modes well
described by a nonlinear sigma model [92].
A. Entropy from scattering states
To determine the entanglement structure of the NESS
for this Anderson model in contact with two reservoirs,
we use a description of the eigenstates of the system
in terms of scattering states [75, 93, 94], as shown in
Fig. 7. The leads are taken to be ballistic conductors
with the same Hamiltonian as the disordered region but
with no random potential: Vi = 0. The incoming scat-
tering states at a given energy E in transverse channel
n are defined by a set of fermion operators anα(E) whose
wave function satisfies the boundary condition that it is
an incoming plane wave in lead α and channel n. These
operators have the correlation functions





where µα is the chemical potential of lead α, and T is
the temperature, which, for simplicity, we take to be the
same in the two leads. The outgoing operators bnα(E)
are related to these incoming operators through the S
matrix.
As in phase II, the reduced density matrix for the dis-
ordered region is entirely determined by the two-point
function. Defining the wave function of the incoming
scattering states
φnα(r, E) ≡ 〈r|an†α (E)|0〉, (61)


















where δσ = σL(E)−σR(E) is the difference in the Fermi
functions of the two leads and the scattering states are
normalized to have unit current in the leads [95]. The
term proportional to δσ gives the nonequilibrium contri-
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FIG. 7. Incoming and outgoing scattering states for a disor-
dered wire with mean free path `. Here, Lx is the longitudinal
length of the wire and L is the transverse width.
16
density in the wire due to the bias (assuming δµ ≡
µL − µR > 0, and taking as our equilibrium reference





dEδσ(E) |φnL(x, E)|2 . (63)
After disorder averaging, δn(x) will have the linear ramp
profile discussed in Sec. II.
Similar to phase II, we can compute the corrections to
the entropy by expanding the two-point function around
its disorder average. The correction to the entropy of a





|〈c†xcy〉|2 − n(x)2δxy, (64)
which depends on the disordered average wave-function
correlations between different channels and energies. We







L (x, E + ∆)




|φnL(x, E)|2 |φmL (x, E + ∆)|2.
(65)
In the limit where δµ, T  t0 ∼W , over the range of en-
ergies that contribute to the NESS, ΦnmA (E,∆) will only
depend on the energy difference ∆. Taking the weakly
driven limit δµ  T  t0 ∼ W to compare to the ran-
dom circuit, this allows us to approximate the entropy de-
viation from the disorder-averaged reduced-density ma-







d∆ ΦnmA (µR,∆). (66)
The scaling of ∆SA with the geometry of A is deter-
mined by several factors. First, from the definition of
the scattering states, the wave-function amplitude scales
as φnL(x, E) ∼ 1/L, where we have taken the two trans-
verse linear dimensions of the leads and the diffusive re-
gion to be L. Assuming A is a finite fraction of the
diffusive region, which is of length Lx, the sum over x
and y involves on the order of L2xL
4 terms, which im-
plies ΦnmA (µR, 0) ∼ L2x. As we argued in Sec. II, the en-
ergy range over which the scattering-state wave functions
change on the length scale Lx is given by the Thouless




















where s(µR, ) is independent of Lx in the scaling limit,
but will depend on the aspect ratio L/Lx of the diffu-
sive region. For diffusive wires in the regime L  Lx,
the transmission through the wire satisfies the “isotropy”
condition [96], which states that the wave functions in
different transverse channels are completely uncorrelated
at each transverse slice of the wire. This assumption
permits analytic treatments of the transmission and con-
ductance through the wire using random matrix theory
(RMT) [93]. For the scaling analysis of the entropy, this
would imply that the sum over n and m can be reduced
to a single sum over n, leading to an area-law scaling with
∆SA independent of Lx in this Lx  L regime. However,
in the regime L ∼ Lx, this isotropy condition is known
to break down [97], which allows additional correlations
that violate the area-law scaling.
Using numerical solutions of the scattering-state wave
functions based on the transfer matrix method [30–
32, 95], we have confirmed that there is indeed a volume-
law scaling of the mutual information of two halves of
the wire when the diffusive region has an aspect ratio of
1. Our numerical results are summarized in Fig. 8. We
consider a wire on a cubic lattice of size (L+ 2)×L×L
with periodic boundary conditions in the transverse di-
rection and strong disorder W = 8t0, but still well within
the metallic phase (Wc ≈ 16.5 t0). We parametrize the
average mutual information between two regions as





























where iAB(µR, ) converges to a single function of  that
is independent of L in the large-L limit.
Taking A/B equal to the left/right half of the central
L × L × L cube of the wire, Fig. 8(a) shows the scal-
ing of |iAB(µR, )| with L, demonstrating that it quickly
converges to a universal curve. The converged function
for iAB(0, ) is well fit by a Gaussian decay e
−2/2σ2 at
small values of  with σ ≈ 5, but then changes sign and
crosses over to a power-law tail that is well fit by −3/2
over this range of . We note that a similar crossover at
the Thouless energy to an −d/2 tail has been observed
in the spectral statistics of small metallic particles in di-
mension d [98]. For the parameters used in Fig. (8), we
find that the integral of iAB(0, ) over  is approximately
equal to 4. The overall scaling of the mutual information
with L is set by the term fAB , which is shown in Fig 8(b).
Fitting to fAB = aL+ b, we determine the coefficients
a ≈ 0.021, b ≈ 0.038, (73)
consistent with an overall volume-law scaling for the mu-
tual information. We leave a direct calculation of the
17
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FIG. 8. (a) Energy correlation function |iAB(0, )| for the mu-
tual information between two halves of the central L×L×L
region of an (L + 2) × L × L wire with t0 = 1 and W = 8
for 400 realizations of disorder. The approximate zero in the
absolute value is due to a sign change. (b) Finite-size scaling
of fAB , which determines the overall scaling of the mutual
information. Parameters as in (a) with 1000 disorder real-
izations for each value of L. Error bars denote ±3 standard
deviations.
logarithmic negativity E(ρ) for future work. However, be-
cause of the similar structure of the fermionic two-point
function of this model with phase II in the random cir-
cuit, we expect that the NESS will similarly exhibit a
volume-law scaling for entanglement.
B. Scattering-state correlations in the random
circuit
In the case of the 3D Anderson model, we saw that
the volume-law mutual information arose from “hidden”
correlations between different transverse channels of the
scattering states. Here, we show that a similar effect
occurs in phase II of the random circuit model.
For the random circuit we do not have an identical
notion of a scattering state as in extended Hamiltonian
systems. Instead, we define our scattering states to be
the set of all reservoir operators at t = 0. Running the
circuit forward in time, these reservoir operators will dif-
fuse into and eventually out of the system on a timescale
of about L2. At any instant of the circuit, we thus have
an over-complete set of operators given by the of order
L2 reservoir operators that are still present and diffusing
in the system. We can roughly understand the evolution
of the probability amplitude of a single reservoir operator
by coarse graining its evolution to a diffusion equation.
In this case, it satisfies a standard diffusion equation with
absorbing boundaries. Using the method of images, this
diffusion problem has the solution at early times
|φ(x, τ)|2 ∼ x
τ3/2L2
e−x
2/4Dτ , τ  1 (74)
where τ = n/L2 and x = i/L are rescaled time n and
space i variables, respectively. At late times, the dy-
namics are dominated by the slowest diffusive mode that
satisfies the boundary condition that it vanishes at the
edges
|φ(x, τ)|2 ∼ sinpix
L2
e−pi
2Dτ , τ  1. (75)
Thus, we see that the scattering states spread across the
system on the diffusive timescale and have an amplitude
of about 1/L before eventually leaking back out to the
reservoirs.
Similar to Hamiltonian systems, we define an incoming
scattering-state wave function using the backward time





where cm` are the operators at time step m < n including
both the system and the reservoir. Evolving sufficiently
far backward in time that φi`(n − m) only has sizable
overlap with the reservoir, we can express the two-point
function in the system as
〈cn†i cnj 〉 =
∑
`∈Res
φi∗` (n−m)φj`(n−m)〈cm†` cm` 〉, (77)
where, similar to the Anderson model, we used the fact
that scattering states in the reservoir are in an uncorre-
lated product state at negative times. For i = j, we see
that Eq. (77) is a sum of order L2 terms with an ampli-
tude of about 1/L2, and thus we find that the density in
the system is always order one, as expected. For i 6= j,
we can use the identity




to rewrite the coherences for anti-symmetric reservoirs as




We immediately see that at equilibrium (δ = 0), the co-
herences vanish as expected. For finite δ, we naively have
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a sum over L2 terms with random phases and amplitude
1/L2, which would result in the scaling
|〈cn†i cnj 〉|2∼ δ2/L2. (80)
Such a scaling would lead to an area law for the mu-
tual information, in sharp contrast to what we found in
Sec. III B 2 in Eq. (34). The resolution to this paradox
is similar to the effect we found for the 3D Anderson
model, where the volume law arose due to the presence
of correlations between transverse channels. In the case
of the random circuit, the volume-law mutual informa-
tion is recovered because of correlations between reservoir
wave functions that persist over a finite time.
VI. APPROACH TO LOCAL EQUILIBRIUM
FOLLOWING A QUENCH
In this section, we go beyond the scenario of the
boundary-driven system considered in most of this work
to qualitatively consider the implication of our results for
the time dynamics of interacting diffusive systems when
the initial density profile has deviations from equilibrium.
For weak interactions, either in the random circuit or in
disordered metals, the butterfly velocity is parametrically
smaller than other characteristic scales for the diffusive
dynamics. For the random circuit, the diffusion constant
is set by the lattice spacing and the rate at which the
unitaries act, while the butterfly velocity is reduced by a
factor of
√
p2 according to Eq. (26). In a weakly interact-
ing diffusive metal the diffusion constant is determined
by the elastic scattering rate and the mean free path,
while vB ∼
√
Dγin, where γin is the inelastic scattering
rate due to interactions [99, 100]; here, we consider the
case where the elastic scattering rate is large compared
to γin. Using the mapping of the local random circuit
to diffusive fermions, we can interpret the parameter p2
as the analog of γin. As we now argue, this parametric
separation between operator spreading dynamics and the
diffusive dynamics leads to a large window of space and
time where the system will display strong deviations from
local equilibrium with a similar structure to the volume-
law mutual information phase of the NEASs.
As a thought experiment we imagine a quench experi-
ment in the random circuit model whereby we prepare the
left and right halves of the chain in initial mixed-product-
state diagonal density matrices with different magnetiza-
tions mL/R = (1 ± δ)/2 on the left/right half. At time
scales much larger than the Thouless time, the magne-
tization will relax to either equilibrium if the system is
not driven or to the NEAS if it is driven; however, in ei-
ther case, the early-time dynamics on the diffusive length
scale will display behavior reminiscent of the boundary-
driven system. Letting the step in the magnetization
occur at x = 0, the diffusion length `D ≡
√
Dt then sets
the length scale for the diffusive smoothing of the magne-
tization step. For weak interactions the diffusion length
t = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="edSM88dHw3nbOv9vPRaVNQ1z75M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHisYW2lA220 27dLMJuxOhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl33yyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29B5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4up76rUeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUr3eGl26vW3Lo7A/lLvILUoECzV/3s9hOWxVwhk9SYjuemGORUo2CSTyrdzPCUshEd8I6lisbcBP ns1Ak5skqfRIm2pZDM1J8TOY2NGceh7YwpDs2iNxX/8zoZRudBLlSaIVdsvijKJMGETP8mfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG06FRuCt/jyX+Kf1C/q3u1prXFVpFGGAziEY/DgDBpwA03wgcEAnuAFXh3pPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HNz5WjU0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="edSM88dHw3nbOv9vPRaVNQ1z75M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHisYW2lA220 27dLMJuxOhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl33yyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29B5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4up76rUeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUr3eGl26vW3Lo7A/lLvILUoECzV/3s9hOWxVwhk9SYjuemGORUo2CSTyrdzPCUshEd8I6lisbcBP ns1Ak5skqfRIm2pZDM1J8TOY2NGceh7YwpDs2iNxX/8zoZRudBLlSaIVdsvijKJMGETP8mfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG06FRuCt/jyX+Kf1C/q3u1prXFVpFGGAziEY/DgDBpwA03wgcEAnuAFXh3pPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HNz5WjU0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="edSM88dHw3nbOv9vPRaVNQ1z75M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHisYW2lA220 27dLMJuxOhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl33yyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29B5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4up76rUeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUr3eGl26vW3Lo7A/lLvILUoECzV/3s9hOWxVwhk9SYjuemGORUo2CSTyrdzPCUshEd8I6lisbcBP ns1Ak5skqfRIm2pZDM1J8TOY2NGceh7YwpDs2iNxX/8zoZRudBLlSaIVdsvijKJMGETP8mfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG06FRuCt/jyX+Kf1C/q3u1prXFVpFGGAziEY/DgDBpwA03wgcEAnuAFXh3pPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HNz5WjU0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="edSM88dHw3nbOv9vPRaVNQ1z75M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHisYW2lA220 27dLMJuxOhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl33yyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29B5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4up76rUeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUr3eGl26vW3Lo7A/lLvILUoECzV/3s9hOWxVwhk9SYjuemGORUo2CSTyrdzPCUshEd8I6lisbcBP ns1Ak5skqfRIm2pZDM1J8TOY2NGceh7YwpDs2iNxX/8zoZRudBLlSaIVdsvijKJMGETP8mfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG06FRuCt/jyX+Kf1C/q3u1prXFVpFGGAziEY/DgDBpwA03wgcEAnuAFXh3pPDtvzvu8teQUM/vwC87HNz5WjU0=</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="XLchz3HyEU/cK4JC9xcF0ETZao0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bML bQhrLZTtu1m03Y3Ygl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH9wr+NUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/Wbj6g0j+WdGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzUeOqWK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75a/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxn AielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNDp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfUa55XadZ5GEY7gGE7BgwuowS3UwQcGCM/wCm/Og/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz 9Un4zQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XLchz3HyEU/cK4JC9xcF0ETZao0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bML bQhrLZTtu1m03Y3Ygl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH9wr+NUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/Wbj6g0j+WdGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzUeOqWK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75a/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxn AielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNDp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfUa55XadZ5GEY7gGE7BgwuowS3UwQcGCM/wCm/Og/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz 9Un4zQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XLchz3HyEU/cK4JC9xcF0ETZao0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bML bQhrLZTtu1m03Y3Ygl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH9wr+NUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/Wbj6g0j+WdGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzUeOqWK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75a/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxn AielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNDp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfUa55XadZ5GEY7gGE7BgwuowS3UwQcGCM/wCm/Og/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz 9Un4zQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XLchz3HyEU/cK4JC9xcF0ETZao0=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bML bQhrLZTtu1m03Y3Ygl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH9wr+NUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/Wbj6g0j+WdGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzUeOqWK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75a/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxn AielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNDp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfUa55XadZ5GEY7gGE7BgwuowS3UwQcGCM/wCm/Og/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz 9Un4zQ</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="l+MdhfFlEjVcYqVUvKQQvZBwXVY=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7E6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTJJpDj5PZKL bITMghQIfBUpopxpYHEpohaPbqd96Am1Eou5xnEIQs4ESkeAMrdTEXqXq1twZ6DLxClIlBRq9yle3n/AsBoVcMmM6nptikDONgkuYlLuZgZTxERtAx1LFYjBBPjt0Qk+t0qdRom0ppDP190TOYmPGcWg7Y4ZDs+hNxf+8TobRVZALlWYIis8XRZmkmNDp17QvNHCUY0sY18LeSvmQacbRZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOaF9X6TZFGiRyTE3JGPHJJ6uSONIhPOAHyTF7Jm/PovDjvzse8dcUpZo7IHzifP06TjMw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l+MdhfFlEjVcYqVUvKQQvZBwXVY=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7E6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTJJpDj5PZKL bITMghQIfBUpopxpYHEpohaPbqd96Am1Eou5xnEIQs4ESkeAMrdTEXqXq1twZ6DLxClIlBRq9yle3n/AsBoVcMmM6nptikDONgkuYlLuZgZTxERtAx1LFYjBBPjt0Qk+t0qdRom0ppDP190TOYmPGcWg7Y4ZDs+hNxf+8TobRVZALlWYIis8XRZmkmNDp17QvNHCUY0sY18LeSvmQacbRZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOaF9X6TZFGiRyTE3JGPHJJ6uSONIhPOAHyTF7Jm/PovDjvzse8dcUpZo7IHzifP06TjMw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l+MdhfFlEjVcYqVUvKQQvZBwXVY=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7E6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTJJpDj5PZKL bITMghQIfBUpopxpYHEpohaPbqd96Am1Eou5xnEIQs4ESkeAMrdTEXqXq1twZ6DLxClIlBRq9yle3n/AsBoVcMmM6nptikDONgkuYlLuZgZTxERtAx1LFYjBBPjt0Qk+t0qdRom0ppDP190TOYmPGcWg7Y4ZDs+hNxf+8TobRVZALlWYIis8XRZmkmNDp17QvNHCUY0sY18LeSvmQacbRZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOaF9X6TZFGiRyTE3JGPHJJ6uSONIhPOAHyTF7Jm/PovDjvzse8dcUpZo7IHzifP06TjMw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l+MdhfFlEjVcYqVUvKQQvZBwXVY=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7E6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTJJpDj5PZKL bITMghQIfBUpopxpYHEpohaPbqd96Am1Eou5xnEIQs4ESkeAMrdTEXqXq1twZ6DLxClIlBRq9yle3n/AsBoVcMmM6nptikDONgkuYlLuZgZTxERtAx1LFYjBBPjt0Qk+t0qdRom0ppDP190TOYmPGcWg7Y4ZDs+hNxf+8TobRVZALlWYIis8XRZmkmNDp17QvNHCUY0sY18LeSvmQacbRZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOaF9X6TZFGiRyTE3JGPHJJ6uSONIhPOAHyTF7Jm/PovDjvzse8dcUpZo7IHzifP06TjMw=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="N+ETJRA43jBCpE5TrZDxRlejiWg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8cKxhaaWDabTbt0dxN3 J4VS+ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvygQ34Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh8MGmuKfNpKlLdjohhgivmAwfB2plmREaCtaLBzdRvDZk2PFX3MMpYKElP8YRTAlYKA8MlDmImgDzWu5WqW3NnwMvEK0gVFWh2K19BnNJcMgVUEGM6nptBOCYaOBVsUg5ywzJCB6THOpYqIpkJx7OjJ/jUKjF OUm1LAZ6pvyfGRBozkpHtlAT6ZtGbiv95nRySy3DMVZYDU3S+KMkFhhRPE8Ax14yCGFlCqOb2Vkz7RBMKNqeyDcFbfHmZ+PXaVc27O682ros0SugYnaAz5KEL1EC3qIl8RNETekav6M0ZOi/Ou/Mxb11xipkj9AfO5w+euZGL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+ETJRA43jBCpE5TrZDxRlejiWg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8cKxhaaWDabTbt0dxN3 J4VS+ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvygQ34Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh8MGmuKfNpKlLdjohhgivmAwfB2plmREaCtaLBzdRvDZk2PFX3MMpYKElP8YRTAlYKA8MlDmImgDzWu5WqW3NnwMvEK0gVFWh2K19BnNJcMgVUEGM6nptBOCYaOBVsUg5ywzJCB6THOpYqIpkJx7OjJ/jUKjF OUm1LAZ6pvyfGRBozkpHtlAT6ZtGbiv95nRySy3DMVZYDU3S+KMkFhhRPE8Ax14yCGFlCqOb2Vkz7RBMKNqeyDcFbfHmZ+PXaVc27O682ros0SugYnaAz5KEL1EC3qIl8RNETekav6M0ZOi/Ou/Mxb11xipkj9AfO5w+euZGL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N+ETJRA43jBCpE5TrZDxRlejiWg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8cKxhaaWDabTbt0dxN3 J4VS+ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvygQ34Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh8MGmuKfNpKlLdjohhgivmAwfB2plmREaCtaLBzdRvDZk2PFX3MMpYKElP8YRTAlYKA8MlDmImgDzWu5WqW3NnwMvEK0gVFWh2K19BnNJcMgVUEGM6nptBOCYaOBVsUg5ywzJCB6THOpYqIpkJx7OjJ/jUKjF OUm1LAZ6pvyfGRBozkpHtlAT6ZtGbiv95nRySy3DMVZYDU3S+KMkFhhRPE8Ax14yCGFlCqOb2Vkz7RBMKNqeyDcFbfHmZ+PXaVc27O682ros0SugYnaAz5KEL1EC3qIl8RNETekav6M0ZOi/Ou/Mxb11xipkj9AfO5w+euZGL</latexit>
mL
<latexit sha1_base64="wsvlxwNrm68CdkjJIt3Ej8UHi1I=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULug jYVFRM8EkiPsbfaSJftx7O4J4chPsLFQsfUf2flv3CRXaPTBwOO9GWbmxSlnxvr+l1daWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7D0ZlmtCQKK50O8aGciZpaJnltJ1qikXMaSseXU391iPVhil5b8cpjQQeSJYwgq2T7kTvplet+XV/BvSXBAWpQYFmr/rZ7Su SCSot4diYTuCnNsqxtoxwOql0M0NTTEZ4QDuOSiyoifLZqRN05JQ+SpR2JS2aqT8nciyMGYvYdQpsh2bRm4r/eZ3MJudRzmSaWSrJfFGScWQVmv6N+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+vSqbgQgsWX/5LwpH5RD25Pa43LIo0yHMAhHEMAZ9CAa2hCCAQ G8AQv8Opx79l7897nrSWvmNmHX/A+vgGRj42E</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsvlxwNrm68CdkjJIt3Ej8UHi1I=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULug jYVFRM8EkiPsbfaSJftx7O4J4chPsLFQsfUf2flv3CRXaPTBwOO9GWbmxSlnxvr+l1daWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7D0ZlmtCQKK50O8aGciZpaJnltJ1qikXMaSseXU391iPVhil5b8cpjQQeSJYwgq2T7kTvplet+XV/BvSXBAWpQYFmr/rZ7Su SCSot4diYTuCnNsqxtoxwOql0M0NTTEZ4QDuOSiyoifLZqRN05JQ+SpR2JS2aqT8nciyMGYvYdQpsh2bRm4r/eZ3MJudRzmSaWSrJfFGScWQVmv6N+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+vSqbgQgsWX/5LwpH5RD25Pa43LIo0yHMAhHEMAZ9CAa2hCCAQ G8AQv8Opx79l7897nrSWvmNmHX/A+vgGRj42E</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsvlxwNrm68CdkjJIt3Ej8UHi1I=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULug jYVFRM8EkiPsbfaSJftx7O4J4chPsLFQsfUf2flv3CRXaPTBwOO9GWbmxSlnxvr+l1daWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7D0ZlmtCQKK50O8aGciZpaJnltJ1qikXMaSseXU391iPVhil5b8cpjQQeSJYwgq2T7kTvplet+XV/BvSXBAWpQYFmr/rZ7Su SCSot4diYTuCnNsqxtoxwOql0M0NTTEZ4QDuOSiyoifLZqRN05JQ+SpR2JS2aqT8nciyMGYvYdQpsh2bRm4r/eZ3MJudRzmSaWSrJfFGScWQVmv6N+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+vSqbgQgsWX/5LwpH5RD25Pa43LIo0yHMAhHEMAZ9CAa2hCCAQ G8AQv8Opx79l7897nrSWvmNmHX/A+vgGRj42E</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsvlxwNrm68CdkjJIt3Ej8UHi1I=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULug jYVFRM8EkiPsbfaSJftx7O4J4chPsLFQsfUf2flv3CRXaPTBwOO9GWbmxSlnxvr+l1daWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7D0ZlmtCQKK50O8aGciZpaJnltJ1qikXMaSseXU391iPVhil5b8cpjQQeSJYwgq2T7kTvplet+XV/BvSXBAWpQYFmr/rZ7Su SCSot4diYTuCnNsqxtoxwOql0M0NTTEZ4QDuOSiyoifLZqRN05JQ+SpR2JS2aqT8nciyMGYvYdQpsh2bRm4r/eZ3MJudRzmSaWSrJfFGScWQVmv6N+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+vSqbgQgsWX/5LwpH5RD25Pa43LIo0yHMAhHEMAZ9CAa2hCCAQ G8AQv8Opx79l7897nrSWvmNmHX/A+vgGRj42E</latexit>
mR












<latexit sha1_base64="OMOH5m9BSm+NKKiGl7fZCLweAew=">AAACAXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMb4GnUlbhqDEEHijAjqLmgWLiM6JpAJoadTSZr0POiuEUIIbvwVNy5U3PoX7vwbO4+FJl5oONyqorpukEih0XG+rbn5hcWl5cxKdnVtfWPT3tq+13GqOHg8lrGqBkyDFBF4KFBCNVHAwkBCJeheDeuVB1BaxNEd9hKoh6wdiZbgDI3VsHf9Ekhk9Dbvg5SN0hEeHo+pYeecgjMSnQV3AjkyUblhf/nNmKchRMgl07rmOgnW+0yh4BIGWT/VkDDeZW2oGYxYCLreH50woAfGadJWrMyLkI7c3xN9FmrdCwPTGTLs6Ona0PyvVkuxdV7viyhJESI+XtRKJcWYDvOgTaGAo+wZYFwJ81fKO0wxjia1rAnBnT55FryTwkXBvTnNFS8naWTIHtkneeKSM1Ik16RMPMLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWZ8/hxWVyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OMOH5m9BSm+NKKiGl7fZCLweAew=">AAACAXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMb4GnUlbhqDEEHijAjqLmgWLiM6JpAJoadTSZr0POiuEUIIbvwVNy5U3PoX7vwbO4+FJl5oONyqorpukEih0XG+rbn5hcWl5cxKdnVtfWPT3tq+13GqOHg8lrGqBkyDFBF4KFBCNVHAwkBCJeheDeuVB1BaxNEd9hKoh6wdiZbgDI3VsHf9Ekhk9Dbvg5SN0hEeHo+pYeecgjMSnQV3AjkyUblhf/nNmKchRMgl07rmOgnW+0yh4BIGWT/VkDDeZW2oGYxYCLreH50woAfGadJWrMyLkI7c3xN9FmrdCwPTGTLs6Ona0PyvVkuxdV7viyhJESI+XtRKJcWYDvOgTaGAo+wZYFwJ81fKO0wxjia1rAnBnT55FryTwkXBvTnNFS8naWTIHtkneeKSM1Ik16RMPMLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWZ8/hxWVyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OMOH5m9BSm+NKKiGl7fZCLweAew=">AAACAXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMb4GnUlbhqDEEHijAjqLmgWLiM6JpAJoadTSZr0POiuEUIIbvwVNy5U3PoX7vwbO4+FJl5oONyqorpukEih0XG+rbn5hcWl5cxKdnVtfWPT3tq+13GqOHg8lrGqBkyDFBF4KFBCNVHAwkBCJeheDeuVB1BaxNEd9hKoh6wdiZbgDI3VsHf9Ekhk9Dbvg5SN0hEeHo+pYeecgjMSnQV3AjkyUblhf/nNmKchRMgl07rmOgnW+0yh4BIGWT/VkDDeZW2oGYxYCLreH50woAfGadJWrMyLkI7c3xN9FmrdCwPTGTLs6Ona0PyvVkuxdV7viyhJESI+XtRKJcWYDvOgTaGAo+wZYFwJ81fKO0wxjia1rAnBnT55FryTwkXBvTnNFS8naWTIHtkneeKSM1Ik16RMPMLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWZ8/hxWVyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OMOH5m9BSm+NKKiGl7fZCLweAew=">AAACAXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMb4GnUlbhqDEEHijAjqLmgWLiM6JpAJoadTSZr0POiuEUIIbvwVNy5U3PoX7vwbO4+FJl5oONyqorpukEih0XG+rbn5hcWl5cxKdnVtfWPT3tq+13GqOHg8lrGqBkyDFBF4KFBCNVHAwkBCJeheDeuVB1BaxNEd9hKoh6wdiZbgDI3VsHf9Ekhk9Dbvg5SN0hEeHo+pYeecgjMSnQV3AjkyUblhf/nNmKchRMgl07rmOgnW+0yh4BIGWT/VkDDeZW2oGYxYCLreH50woAfGadJWrMyLkI7c3xN9FmrdCwPTGTLs6Ona0PyvVkuxdV7viyhJESI+XtRKJcWYDvOgTaGAo+wZYFwJ81fKO0wxjia1rAnBnT55FryTwkXBvTnNFS8naWTIHtkneeKSM1Ik16RMPMLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWZ8/hxWVyg==</latexit>
t⌧ ⌧in
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FIG. 9. (a) Quench dynamics for a diffusive system with weak
interactions and a single conserved quantity, initially with a
step profile in the conserved quantity. The step broadens dif-
fusively and, on short timescales compared to the inelastic
scattering time τin = D/v
2
B , the system will exhibit the long-
range coherence and entanglement characteristic of phase II
of the boundary-driven system. (b) Deviation of the entropy
from local equilibrium ∆S(`D, t) at the diffusion length, show-
ing the crossover from volume to area law near t ∼ τin.
is large compared to vBt at early times, and crossover
length and timescales,
`in ≡ D/vB , τin ≡ D/v2B , (81)
are set by `D(t) = vBt. For t  τin, we can neglect
the effects of the ballistic operator spreading in describ-
ing features on the scale `D, thus, the quench dynamics
will behave similarly to the volume-law mutual informa-
tion phase (phase II) of a boundary-driven system with
L ∼ `D. On the other hand, for t  τin the operator
spreading will have scrambled most of the information
originally encoded on the length scale `D over a much
larger range on the order of vBt. Thus, the system will
appear to be in local equilibrium, similar to phase III of
the boundary-driven system. Note that in the random
circuit model the elastic mean free path is on the order
of a single lattice spacing, which implies that diffusion is
well defined down to this scale. This case should be con-
trasted with the strongly interacting regime for diffusive
metals, where the interactions can lead to a renormaliza-
tion of the diffusion constant. In that context, τin can in-
stead be identified with a microscopic equilibration time
τeq, which then provides a constraint on the renormal-
ization group flow by implying the existence of an upper
bound on the diffusion constant D . v2Bτeq [101].
As shown in Fig. 9(a), the initial step in density will
broaden diffusively over a length `D so that the instanta-
neous current density near the origin at time t will scale
as J ∼ δ/`D. Defining the reduced density matrix at
time t over the region between ±x as ρ(x, t), the entropy
deviation from local equilibrium is
∆S(x, t) ≡ S[ρLE(x, t)]− S[ρ(x, t)]. (82)
From our analysis of the boundary-driven system, we
then have the result that for times much less than τin,
the entropy deviation for x = `D will scale as
∆S(`D, t) ∼ δ2`D, t τin. (83)
Thus, we expect the system exhibits volume-law devia-
tions from local equilibrium on this length scale. On the
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other hand, for times much longer than τin but short com-
pared to the Thouless time, the situation is analogous to
phase III of the boundary-driven system, so we only have
area-law deviations from local equilibrium, Fig. 9(b).
From this picture, we can also develop some intuitive
understanding for the finite-size scaling that sets the
crossover with increasing p2 from phase II to phase III
for the NEAS of the boundary-driven system. In this
case, the Thouless time τTh = L
2/D imposes a cutoff on
the time dynamics, which suggests that the crossover oc-
curs precisely when τTh ∼ τin. This observation implies
that the crossover function for the NEAS density matri-
ces starting from phase II will be a universal function of
p2L
2 in the scaling limit. This scaling is directly verified
in Sec. III C.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES
In this section, we outline an experimental approach,
suitable for mesoscopic wires or ultracold Fermi gases
[39], to probe two-site coherences in the NEAS. When
the sites are separated by a distance much greater than
`, this measurement is an indirect probe of the long-range
entanglement in the system.
The idealized setup is shown in Fig. 10 and consists of
four essential components: (i) a disordered 3D metallic
system being driven by a chemical potential bias (here
we focus on energy-conserving systems at a fixed tem-
perature), (ii) two 1D channels connected to the wire via
tunable, tunneling barriers, (iii) a coherent beam split-
ter [102–105], and (iv) a pair of current or charge sen-
sors. Referring to the length scales (`, `ϕ, `ee, `ep) in-
troduced in the Introduction, our analysis of the ran-
dom circuit model implies that achieving volume-law
entanglement in the NEAS requires a wire of length
`  L  `ϕ. In typical metals, these length scales are
(50 nm, 1 µm, 10 µm, 10 mm) [13, 106]; thus, the regime
of interest is easily achievable and, in fact, has been di-
rectly probed in an experiment conceptually similar to
the one we propose here [36]. In atomic Fermi gases the
strength of interactions are tunable via a Feshbach reso-
nance [107], which would allow one to scan `ϕ for a fixed
length of the channel.
For simplicity, we focus on a measurement approach
where the tunneling to the two 1D channels is turned
off while the system is driven to its steady state by the
bias. After a sufficiently long time, the tunneling barriers
are lowered, allowing current leakage into the two 1D
channels. To avoid interaction effects in the channel, we
consider the limit of weak tunneling into the channels as
compared to the transit time through the beam-splitter
device. We assume the left and right 1D channels to be
connected to single sites L and R of the wire, respectively.
Taking a beam splitter with reflection coefficient r and
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FIG. 10. Idealized experiment to probe the long-range coher-
ences of a current-driven disordered fermionic system at fixed
temperature T with a chemical potential bias. The channel
is taken to either be formed from a 3D metallic wire or a 3D
disordered potential landscape in an atomic Fermi gas. After
the system reaches the NEAS, tunable tunneling barriers into
1D channels are opened to allow an interferometric measure-
ment of the long-range coherence in the wire for a specific
realization of the disorder.
meter will be proportional to
IL ∝ |r|2〈ψ†LψL〉+ |t|2〈ψ†RψR〉+ 2Re[r∗t〈ψ†LψR〉], (84)
IR ∝ |t|2〈ψ†LψL〉+ |r|2〈ψ†RψR〉+ 2Re[t∗r〈ψ†LψR〉]. (85)
For a balanced beam splitter (i.e., |r|2 = |t|2 = 1/2) we
then have the result that
IL − IR ∝ 2Re[(r∗t− t∗r)〈ψ†LψR〉]. (86)
Thus, by tuning the transmission and reflection phases
of the beam splitter (e.g., by varying the path length or
tunneling barriers), it becomes possible to directly mea-
sure the coherence between two sites of the wire for a
static disorder potential.
The setup discussed here demonstrates that these long-
range coherences are physically accessible in a transport
experiment. A more detailed analysis of this measure-
ment scheme is beyond the scope of this work. In general,
these effects should be most easily observed in diffusive
wires with a short elastic mean free path. In addition,
one can consider geometries that use multiple channels
and beam splitters to enhance the total detected current
difference. An alternative approach is to consider driven,
time-dependent systems in a 1D or quasi-1D system sim-
ilar to the random circuit model.
VIII. CONCLUSION
While systems in thermodynamic-equilibrium Gibbs
states have extensive von Neumann entropy, they usu-
ally satisfy area laws for their entanglement entropy or
mutual information. On the other hand, any modifi-
cation that drives the system out of equilibrium allows
for potential violations of this behavior. In this paper
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we investigated a common nonequilibrium scenario con-
sisting of an extended system coupled at its two ends
to reservoirs at different chemical potentials, leading to
current-carrying nonequilibrium attracting states (NE-
ASs) in the long-time limit. The analog of thermaliza-
tion for these current-driven systems is the approach to
local equilibrium. For a family of random circuit models,
we found that the ballistic operator spreading associated
with quantum chaos is crucial for the emergence of local
equilibrium in these models. As our argument in favor
of local equilibrium is rather general, it will be interest-
ing to test these ideas in quantum chaotic Hamiltonian
or Floquet driven systems. In addition, given that we
found the mutual information of the NEASs in the quan-
tum chaotic region is consistent with an area law, it is
likely that these states can be well approximated using a
matrix product representation, allowing a rich set of ana-
lytical and numerical techniques to be applied to further
characterize these states.
A more surprising result is that, in one of the non-
chaotic phases (phase II), we found that the system is
driven towards a highly entangled state with a volume-
law mutual information and logarithmic negativity be-
tween two halves of the chain. We showed that this phase
captures important qualitative features of the entangle-
ment structure of the current-driven 3D Anderson model.
As a result, we expect signatures of this phase to appear
in a wide variety of metallic systems on mesoscopic length
scales and timescales. We discussed an experimental ap-
proach applicable to mesoscopic wires or ultracold Fermi
gases where one could directly probe these effects. More
generally, this behavior demonstrates the ability to sta-
bilize a high degree of entanglement in nonequilibrium
systems with limited fine-tuning of the evolution. De-
termining other conditions under which one can achieve
such a strong violation of local equilibrium is a promis-
ing direction for future research. Finally, one is naturally
led to ask whether such large deviations of the entropy
away from local equilibrium or extensive entanglement
can be harnessed as a thermodynamic resource or for ap-
plications in quantum information science. For example,
we showed in Sec. VII that the long-range coherences in
the NEAS could be transformed into a current difference
between two 1D channels, which can be directly used to
perform work.
Future theoretical work on the Anderson model could
investigate the behavior of the NESS entanglement across
the metal-insulator transition, where, naively, one ex-
pects a crossover to an area-law scaling due to the lo-
calization of the wave functions. Using the mapping of
disorder-averaged Anderson models to supersymmetric
field theories [92], it will be interesting to understand how
the volume-law mutual information of the NESS emerges
in the corresponding field theoretic description.
Another interesting avenue of investigation for the ran-
dom circuit models is to better understand their con-
nection to classical boundary-driven stochastic lattice
gases. In particular, it may be fruitful to investigate a
boundary-driven random circuit model with a true phase
transition. One prominent example in the classical case
is the asymmetric simple exclusion process (ASEP) in
which the particles have unequal probabilities of hop-
ping left or right [24]. Naively such a model would need
to break unitarity in the random circuit, however, it may
be possible to engineer chiral transport using ladder sys-
tems. A related question to explore is the role of dis-
sipation in the bulk of the system, which can be easily
incorporated in the random circuit model by allowing dis-
sipative quantum channels. We gave one such example
in Sec. III C as an effective model for the crossover from
the discrete hopping limit of the random circuit (phase
I) to the quantum chaotic phase (phase III).
In the context of open quantum systems, our work in-
troduces the concept of NEAS density matrices to the
description of the long-time behavior of nonequilibrium
open systems with noise or time dependence in their pa-
rameters. In time-independent systems, there is a natu-
ral classification of NESSs into those described by low-
entropy mixtures of a few pure states and high-entropy
mixed states, with the latter often having an effective
thermal description at long wavelengths [108]. Extending
this classification program to the description of NEASs
may prove a rich direction of research.
Note added: During the final stages of publication of
this paper, two related papers appeared [109, 110]. In
Ref. [109], we extend the analysis of boundary-driven
3D Anderson models to consider the entanglement scal-
ing across the localization transition. Ref. [110] intro-
duces another class of stochastic, noninteracting fermion
models whose average dynamics reduce to the SSEP and
whose NEASs have similar properties to the noninteract-
ing fermion phase (phase II) of the random circuit model
studied in this work.
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Appendix A: Overview of Appendixes
The appendixes are organized as follows: In Appendix
B, we present several general theorems that prove the
existence of a set of NEAS density matrices for the lo-
cal random circuit model. In Appendix C, we review
some basic properties of the SSEP, which describes the
time-averaged behavior of the random circuit model. In
Appendix D, we provide more details for the analysis of
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the scaling limit in phase II. In Appendix E, we derive a
compact representation of the replicated density matrix
that describes both the quantum chaotic phase III and
the crossovers between the three phases. In Appendix
F, we present an analysis of the von Neumann entropy
of an open random circuit without charge conservation.
For a zero entropy reservoir, we find that the entropy of
the system is reduced by one bit, on average, compared
to the infinite-temperature state.
Appendix B: Stationary random quantum circuits
In this appendix, we establish some basic facts about
the long-time behavior of random quantum circuits cou-
pled to reservoirs. This analysis demonstrate that the
models considered in this paper have an attractive en-
semble of density matrices in the long-time limit, which
we refer to as nonequilibrium attracting states (NEASs).
For a given d-dimensional quantum system, an as-
sociated quantum channel E(·) is defined as a trace-
preserving, completely positive linear map that acts on
the set of d×d complex matrices Md(C). Every quantum
channel has a representation in terms of a collection of




rKr = I such that







In this work, we are interested in characterizing fixed
points E(·), defined as
Fss(E) = {Density matrices ρss : E(ρss) = ρss}. (B2)
Since the set of density matrices is a compact, convex
set in Rn for n = d2 − 1, Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem
implies that every quantum channel has at least one fixed
point. Some sufficient conditions for ρss to be unique are
described in Ref. [111].
We consider families of quantum channels Eσ(·), where
σ is a random variable with probability measure dσ that
takes on a possibly infinite set of values. If we introduce
an additional measure dν on Fss(Eσ) (e.g., determined by
the distribution of initial states), this naturally induces
a distribution of steady-state density matrices ρσν with
measure dσdν.
In the language of quantum channels, random circuit
models are defined as a sequence of independent random
variables σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) such that
Mn(ρ) = Eσn ◦ · · · ◦ Eσ1(ρ), (B3)
where the Eσi are assumed to be drawn from identical
distributions of random quantum channels. We focus on
stationary random circuits defined by the property that
limn→∞Mn(X) = ρσ Tr(X) with a probability that con-
verges to one, where ρσ is a density matrix that is inde-
pendent of the initial state X for all X ∈ Md(C). Such
stationary random circuits have the convenient property
that, for sufficiently large n,Mn(·) induces a unique dis-
tribution of density matrices ρν with measure dν, which
is stationary in the sense that Eσ(ρν) is also distributed
with measure dν. This property leads to the steady-state
equations for the average replicated density matrices




dν Eσ(ρν)⊗ · · · ⊗ Eσ(ρν). (B4)
For a given distribution of quantum channels Eσ, the
following two theorems are useful in determining whether
the associated random circuitMn(·) is stationary. First,
we prove that a wide class of random circuit models are
in fact stationary:
Theorem B.1. Let Mn(·) be a random circuit that sat-
isfies the following properties: (i) There exists m ∈ N
such that, with finite probability, Mm(·) has a one-
dimensional set of fixed points, and (ii) Mn is almost
surely diagonalizable for every n. Then, Mn(·) is a sta-
tionary random circuit.
Proof. Condition (i) implies that the quantum channel
Mn(·) has a one-dimensional set of fixed points with a
probability that converges to 1 with increasing n. For a
given sequence σ of sufficiently large length, we denote
the fixed point as ρσ. Condition (ii) implies that we can
then almost surely represent Mn(·) as






where λσk are the eigenvalues of Mn(·) with magni-
tude strictly less than 1, Pσk are projectors into the





k = I. Note that the second term in Eq. (B5)
is always traceless when acting on X ∈ Md(C) due to









k = 0, (B6)
for all σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) and σ
′ = (σ′1, . . . , σ
′
n).
Now consider the limit as q →∞ of the quantum chan-
nels
















where µ` = (σ(`−1)n+1, . . . , σ`n). Denote by λµ`max =























where ||A||∞ is the magnitude of the maximum eigen-
value of A. The RHS is a strictly decreasing sequence
of positive real numbers, which must converge to zero
as q → ∞. Applying condition (ii) to Mqn(·) with























Now, since the maximal eigenvalue λσmax converges to
zero, this implies the convergence with probability one
lim
n→∞Mn(ρ) = ρσ, (B11)
The following theorem and a weakened version, both
proved in Ref. [111], are helpful in determining whether
a given Mn satisfies condition (i) of Theorem B.1
Theorem B.2. Let E : Md(C) → Md(C) be a quantum
channel with Kraus decomposition E(·) = ∑iKi·K†i . De-
note by Km ≡ Span{
∏m
k=1Kik} the complex linear span
of all degree-m monomials of Kraus operators forming
En(·). Then, the following are equivalent: (1) For all
density matrices ρ the limit limk→∞ Ek(ρ) exists; is in-
dependent of ρ and is given by a positive-definite density
matrix ρ∞. (2)There exists an m ∈ N such that, for all
n ≥ m, Kn = Md(C).
The modified version of this theorem has the weaker
condition that we are only guaranteed the existence of
an n ∈ N such that Kn = Md(C). In this case, the limit
limk→∞ Ek(ρ) exists; it is independent of ρ, but it is
given by a positive-semidefinite density matrix ρ∞. This
version of the theorem applies to the restricted region
of the phase diagram with p1 = 0, where, for δ = 1, the
NEASs are given by pure states, i.e., rank-one density
matrices.
Appendix C: Symmetric simple exclusion process
Here, we review some basic properties of the SSEP
[24]. The master equation for the configuration proba-






Wστ P (σ). (C1)
The transition matrix Wστ can be decomposed into two
single-site boundary operators and L− 1 two-site opera-
tors in the bulk,
Wστ = [RL]
σ1





τii+1 ⊗ I, (C2)
where, in the local basis {11, 01, 10, 00}, Wi is equal to
an effective hopping matrix
Wi =
 0 0 0 00 −1/2 1/2 00 1/2 −1/2 0
0 0 0 0
 , (C3)
while the boundary transition matrices for antisymmetric




( −1± δ 1± δ
1∓ δ −1∓ δ
)
. (C4)
The NESS has an exact solution in terms of a matrix-
product-state (MPS) representation. Specifically,
P (τ1, . . . , τL) = 〈U |Aτ1 · · ·AτL |V 〉, (C5)
where AL/R are infinite-dimensional matrices and |U, V 〉
are vectors that satisfy the algebraic equations
[AL,AR] = 2(AL +AR), (C6)
|V 〉 =
(








〈U | = 〈U |
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From these relations, it directly follows that Eq. (C5)
satisfies (19)/(C1). This algebra can be used to efficiently
compute the probability amplitude of any configuration
by recursively reducing the number of Aτi matrices in the
representation of P (τ1, . . . , τL) from L to zero. Explicit
representations of these matrices are given in Ref. [84].
The one- and two-point connected correlations functions
for i < j are given by [24]





τij = − i(L+ 1− j)
(L+ 1)2L
δ2, (C10)
where τij ≡ 〈τiτj〉 − 〈τi〉〈τj〉. Note that the two-point
function is negative due to the repulsive hard-core in-
teractions between particles. In the scaling limit, the
connected three-point function also has a simple form
(x < y < z)
τ(x, y, z) = −2x(1− 2y)(1− z)
L2
δ3. (C11)
Appendix D: Scaling limit for phase II
In this appendix, we provide more details of the deriva-
tion of the volume-law correction to the average entropy
and mutual information for the noninteracting fermion
random circuit. First, we note that the free-fermion gates









where Vij acts as the identity on most sites except when
j is equal to k or k+1, in which case it is a Haar random
matrix on U(2) with probability p1, permutes sites k and
k + 1 with probability (1 − p1)/2 due to the action of
the iSWAP, or is the identity with probability (1−p1)/2.
The action of the reservoir can also be simply accounted
for by combining the action of the unitary gate, swapping
with the reservoir, and tracing over the reservoir into a
Kraus operator acting on the density matrix; however,
in the scaling limit (L → ∞) a detailed consideration of
the boundary operators is not necessary to lowest order
in 1/L as they only serve to set boundary conditions on
the course-grained correlation functions.
In deriving time-evolution equations for the covariance
matrix,
Aij ≡ (1− δij)|〈c†i cj〉|2 + δij
(〈ni〉2 − 〈ni〉2), (D2)
one finds that circuit averaging will couple Aij to density-
density fluctuations 〈ni〉〈nj〉 for i 6= j. However, since
every NEAS is a Gaussian fermionic state, we can use
Wick’s theorem to find a relation between the density-
density correlations and Aij using the mapping of ρ¯ to
the SSEP
〈ninj〉 = 〈ni〉 〈nj〉+ 〈τiτj〉c
= 〈c†i cic†jcj〉 = 〈ni〉〈nj〉 − |〈c†i cj〉|2,
(D3)
where 〈τiτj〉c is given in Eq. (C10). Using the definition
of Aij , we find that the average density-density correla-
tions are given by
〈ni〉〈nj〉 − 〈ni〉 〈nj〉 = Aij + τij . (D4)
From our solution for Aij = −τij , we find that these
correlations exactly vanish to lowest order in 1/L.
Denoting averages over random circuits with an overbar, the time-evolution equations for the covariance matrix














where V kσij acts on sites k and k + 1 and dµ is the probability measure for the randomly chosen set of gates on that
site. To compute this average, we can use standard formulas for Haar averages of tensor products of matrices on U(n)





























where F kk+1 is a permutation matrix for sites k and k + 1. On the other hand, if only a pair of i` indices are equal


















Using these relations together with Eq. (D3), we find the steady-state equations for the covariance matrix in the bulk















































(Ai−1j +Ai+1j +Aij−1 +Ai,j+1). (D10)
Before examining the steady-state solutions for finite p1, it is constructive to examine their behavior for p1 = 0,
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where we have an analytic solution for the NEAS density
matrices and their probability distribution. In this case,
we see that Aii decouples from Aii+1, which becomes
undriven. As a result, Aij = 0 for j 6= i and we are left
with a discrete diffusion equation for Aii,




We define h(x) = AxL,xL, which, in the scaling limit, sat-
isfies the boundary conditions h(0) = h(1) = 0, leading
to the solution
h(x) = x(1− x)δ2 +O(L−1). (D12)
An alternative derivation of this result is to use the
mapping of P(ρτ ) to the SSEP with fully pseudospin-










where 〈τi〉 = 1−i/(L+1), which agrees with (D12) in the
scaling limit after subtracting 〈ni〉2. Using this solution
to compute the correction to the entropy we find




which agrees with Eq. (29) expanded to order δ2.
For finite p1, the solution to the steady state exhibits
crossover behavior in the scaling limit because the Aij
correlations are now sourced by the current along the
diagonal. To solve for Aij , we first invert the steady-













where coshλ = 3+p13−p1 . This expression is valid in the
bulk up to exponentially small corrections on the order
of e−λL. Notice that the second term is nonperturbative
in p1, which is consistent with the nonanalytic behavior
we find in the entropy and mutual information. Defining











Inserting this identity into Eq. (D9) leads to the coarse-
grained diffusion equation for a(x, y),
∇2a = −2δ(x− y)
L
[




The second term on the rhs contributes an O(L−2) cor-
rection to a(x, y), which is why we neglected it in the
discussion in the main text.
Appendix E: Average replicated density matrix in
chaotic phase III - abc Model
In this appendix, we solve for the one- and two-point
correlation functions of the time-averaged replicated den-
sity matrix ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS perturbatively in δ and L−1.
Using the ansatz that the higher-order connected cor-
relation functions scale with higher powers of δ, these
correlation functions then allow us to compute the de-
viations of the average entropy and mutual information
away from ρ¯. As discussed in the main text, we find that
the entropy converges to that of local equilibrium, while
the mutual information obeys an area law to second order
in δ.
To describe the dynamics of the NEAS ρν , we first de-
compose the state into a complete set of orthogonal, Her-









The random channels that make up the random circuit
map the state ρν to a different NEAS Eσ(ρν). Defining













Then the average moments in the NEASs satisfy








As a result, the matrix ρ⊗nNEAS is given by the NESS of a
stochastic process in the space of operator strings with
the transition matrix WSS′ = eσS1S′1
· · · eσSnS′n − δSS′ [19].
To compute the average entropy and mutual informa-
tion to lowest order in δ, it is sufficient to have access to
only the doubled matrix ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS. To solve for this
operator, we first reduce to a subset of the full Hilbert
space that describes the NEASs. Unitarity of the bulk
dynamics implies that ρ2 evolves with the same average
dynamics as ρ. This implies that ρ2NEAS has only diago-
nal components in the local z basis, placing constraints
on which second-order moments aSaS′ are allowed to be












. . . ` . . . r . . . u . . . d . . . u . . . d . . .
. . . r . . . ` . . . u . . . d . . . d . . . u . . .
)
, (E5)
where the single-site operators are taken as u = (1 +
σz)/2, d = (1− σz)/2, ` = σ−, and r = σ+. This simpli-
fication reduces the size of the Hilbert space needed to
represent ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS from 16L to 6L.
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To describe the dynamics in this basis we make a for-
mal mapping of each of these on-site operator pairs to





























. It is fur-
ther convenient to make a Jordan-Wigner transformation
on the `i and ri operators, which leads to an anticom-
mutation relation for the a and c particles. We can then
map the solution for ρ⊗ ρ to the NESS of a six-species
symmetric exclusion process in the space (µs11 , . . . , µ
sN
N ),
where µi ∈ {a, b, c}, si ∈ {↑, ↓}. We can evaluate the
transition matrix in this representation following a simi-
lar approach as for the NIF random circuit, making use
of standard formulas for averages over Haar random uni-
taries. We find that the amplitude of each configuration








The two-site transition matrix in the bulk is a 6×6×6×6





− γ1 12 − γ1 γ1 γ1 γ1 γ1
1
2
− γ1 − 12 − γ1 γ1 γ1 γ1 γ1




− γ1 − 12 − γ1 −γ1 −γ1
γ1 γ1 −γ1 −γ1 − 12 − γ1 12 − γ1
γ1 γ1 −γ1 −γ1 12 − γ1 − 12 − γ1
 , (E7)
Wasbs′ = Wbscs′ =










where γ1 ≡ p1/6, γ2 ≡ p2, W0 acts in the subspace {b↑b↓, b↓b↑, c↑c↓, c↓c↑, a↑a↓, a↓a↑} and Wµsνs′ acts in the subspace
{µsνs′ , νs′µs}. The left boundary transition matrix is RL = RbcL ⊕RaL where the matrix elements of RbcL in the basis
{b↑, b↓, c↑, c↓} are
RbcL =







































where pu = (1 + δ)/2 and pd = (1 − δ)/2. The matrix






The right boundary transition matrix RR can be ob-
tained by switching pd and pu in the expressions for RL.
From these expressions, we see that the interacting
gates effectively induce a dissipative interaction between
a and c particles. This result can be understood intu-
itively because the interactions effectively couple the off-
diagonal correlations of the fermions to density-density
fluctuations, which damp out the off-diagonal terms. Al-
ternatively, the presence of these dissipative terms can be
understood using the arguments given in the main text,
whereby the nonconserved operators spread ballistically
to the reservoirs where they are decohered, which leads
to a dissipation term in the bulk.
There are several helpful identities to keep in
mind when working with this representation for
ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS. First, the fact that Tr[ρ] = 1 is reflected
by the identity









This conservation law is explicitly preserved by the bulk
and boundary transition matrices. Similarly we can ex-






1 , . . . , µ
sL
L ). (E12)
The average purity is preserved by the bulk transition
matrices, which are associated with unitary dynamics;
however, purity is not conserved by the boundary matri-
ces. These boundary terms conserve the total number of
b and c particles to preserve probability, but give rise to
pure damping of the a particles. The reduced density ma-
trices for a subset of sites A = {i1, . . . , in} ⊂ {1, . . . , L}
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have the representation


























where Ac is the complement of A, ρA = TrAc [ρ], and
µˆsii denotes the single-site operator in the doubled space
corresponding to the label µsii .
In order to map the dynamics of PL to a classical
stochastic lattice gas, one requires that PL ≥ 0 for all
configurations of the particles. By definition, positivity
of PL is guaranteed for configurations that contain only
a and b particles and only b and c particles; however, any
configuration that contains a mixture of a and c parti-
cles is allowed to have negative weight. This fact should
provide sufficient warning to the reader to avoid literally
interpreting the dynamics of the abc model as a classical
stochastic lattice gas. On the other hand, for the problem
at hand and sufficiently small values of δ, we find that
PL does not have negative weight configurations in the
large-L limit. Thus, our analysis provides an a posteriori
justification for the interpretation of the abc model as a
classical stochastic lattice gas, but we do not assume the
positivity of PL in the analysis below.
To compute quantities such as the entropy, purity, or
mutual information, it is obviously sufficient to have ac-
cess to arbitrarily high-order correlation functions. In
the case of the NIF random circuit, we took advantage
of the fact that the NEASs are Gaussian fermionic states
to represent the entropy in terms of two-point functions.
For the full interacting problem, such a simplification is
no longer possible. Instead, we take advantage of the
fact that the only correlations in the system are pertur-
batively suppressed in the current J ∼ δ/L. This fact
allows us to make an expansion of the NEAS density















ρi ⊗ δρ`mk + . . . ,
(E15)
where the δρ`1...`n are defined recursively as the deviation
of the reduced density matrix on sites `1, . . . , `n from
the cluster expansion. This property implies that any
partial trace over δρ`1...`n is zero. Due to the fact that
the NEASs for δ = 0 are product states, each of these
terms must be at least order δ.
To illustrate the validity of such an expansion for this
class of current-driven problems we consider a few ex-
amples, focusing on the case of the NIF random circuit
for p2 = 0. For the NESS of the SSEP represented as a
density matrix, one can show that these connected cor-





For the discrete hopping random circuit, we saw that
δρ`1...`n = 0 for all n. In the case of the NIF random cir-
cuit, the mutual information between two halves of the
chain satisfies a volume law; thus, we know these states
contain significant long-range correlations. Nevertheless,
we now argue that the expansion in Eq. (E15), which
occurs in the original spin basis instead of the fermionic
basis, is still valid. In phase II, we found that the off-
diagonal matrix elements of δρ`m scale, with high prob-
ability, as δ/
√
L, while the diagonal elements scale as
δ2/L2. To evaluate the scaling of the higher-order con-
nected correlation functions, we can use the representa-
tion of ρ as a Gaussian fermionic state and Wick’s the-
orem to relate these correlations to the two-point func-
tions. For example, the nonzero connected three-point
functions for i < j < k have the scaling for the off-
diagonal correlations
δ〈ri`juk〉 ≡ 〈ri`juk〉 − 〈ri`j〉〈uk〉 = −GikGkj ∼ δ2/L,
(E17)
while the connected correlations on the diagonal scale as
δ〈uiujuk〉 = 2Re[GkiGijGjk] ∼ δ3/L3/2. (E18)
More generally, we find that the off-diagonal con-
nected correlation functions of length n, for n even,
scale as δn/2/Ln/2, while, for n odd, they scale as
δ(n+1)/2/L(n+1)/2. For the diagonal connected correla-
tions we instead find the scaling δn/Ln/2. Finally, we
remark that an important feature of the class of NEASs
we consider is that every density matrix in the ensemble
has no correlations between states with different total z
angular momentum. This result implies that the single-
site density matrices ρi have no off-diagonal components.
































Here, we were able to drop several terms because of the
scaling,
Tr[ρ`ρmδρ`m] Tr[ρ`′ρm′δρ`′m′ ] ∼ δ4/L4, (E20)
Tr[ρ`ρmρnδρ`mn] ∼ δ3/L3/2, (E21)
Tr[ρ`ρmρnρkδρ`mnk] ∼ δ4/L2. (E22)
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These scalings follow because multiplication by the
single-site density matrices does not map off-diagonal
terms of δρ`1···`n onto the diagonal, while the diago-
nal components have the scaling δρ`m ∼ δ2/L2 and
δρlmk ∼ δ3/L3/2. Thus, despite the volume-law mutual
information in phase II, quantities such as the entropy
and mutual information can be computed with access
only to nonextensive correlation functions of ρNEAS and
without knowledge of the Gaussian fermionic structure of
the NEASs. The error in the nth order truncation scales
as δn.
For the quantum chaotic phase, it is more convenient to
apply the ansatz in Eq. (E15) to ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS instead
of each instance of the random circuit. This is because
the averaging over random circuits can induce correla-
tions even between product-state density matrices. For
example, for p1 = 0, the NEASs are pure product states,
while P(ρNEAS) encodes all the long-range correlations of
the SSEP (see Appendix C).
Based on Eq. (E12) and the symmetries of the problem
for mL = −mR, to compute the average purity, we need
to find the correlation functions
b¯si ≡ P{i}(bsi ), (E23)
δb↑ij ≡ P{i,j}(b↑i , b↑j )− b¯↑i b¯↑j , (E24)
δb0ij ≡ P{i,j}(b↑i , b↓j )− b¯↑i b¯↓j , (E25)
aij ≡ P{i,j}(a↑i , a↓j ). (E26)
These correlation functions are subject to several mathe-






i = 1, (E27)
where c¯i ≡ P{i}(csi ) is independent of s by the definition
of the c particles. A second constraint can be found using
the fact that tracing over the second replica reduces the
doubled density matrix to ρ¯. For the single-site density
matrices, this implies






where we made use of Eq. (C9). Expanding in δ, the










− δfi + δ2gi +O(δ3), (E30)
which follows because sending δ → −δ maps b¯↑i → b¯↓i .
We can use Eq. (E28) to constrain all the terms with odd
powers of δ in this sum. In particular, the only nonzero







which is an exact result.
We can derive similar constraints for the two-point
functions. First, they are symmetric under the mapping








ij , δbcij , aij (E32)
where δcsij is defined analogously to δb
s
ij and δbcij =
P{i,j}(bsi , c
s′
j ) − b¯si cs
′
j for all s and s
′. Tracing over one













Tracing over one of the replicas similar to Eq. (E28) then
leads to the relations
δc↑ij = δb
0
ij + τij , (E35)
δc0ij = δb
↑
ij − τij . (E36)
As a result of these constraints, to lowest order in δ the
unknown correlation functions are gi, δb
0,↑
ij , and aij .
It is convenient to work in scaled coordinates and de-
fine the variables
h(x) ≡ δ2(gLx − f2Lx), (E37)
a(x, y) ≡ aLxLy+1, (E38)
b(x, y) ≡ δb↑LxLy+1 + δb0LxLy+1 (E39)
B(x, y) ≡ δb↑LxLy+1 − δb0LxLy+1, (E40)
τ(x, y) ≡ τLxLy+1. (E41)
A direct calculation to lowest order in 1/L and second
order in δ shows that these variables satisfy independent
diffusion equations away from the diagonal (x = y),
h′′(x) = −2δ2 + 8γ1L
2
1− 2γ1 (E42)
× [h(x) +B(x, x)− a(x, x)− τ(x, x)],
∇2a(x, y) = 4γ2L
2
2− γ2 a(x, y), (E43)
∇2b(x, y) = 8γ1L
2
1− 2γ1 b(x, y), ∇
2B(x, y) = 0. (E44)
These variables are mixed by the boundary conditions on
the diagonal,
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2− γ2 [h(x) +B(x, x)− a(x, x)− τ(x, x)], (E45)[1− 2γ1
4L
(∂x − ∂y)b(x, y)− γ1
L









(1− 2x)− γ1b(x, x), (E46)[ 1
4L
(∂x − ∂y)B(x, y)− γ1
L

























The boundary conditions at the edges of the sample are h(0) = h(1) = 0 and a(0, y) = a(x, 1) = b(0, y) = b(x, 1) =
B(0, y) = B(x, 1) = 0.
For p1 = p2 = 0, these equations have the solution
h(x) = δ2x(1− x), B(x, x) = 2τ(x, x), (E48)
and a(x, y) = b(x, y) = 0. The crossover to phase II
starting from p2 = 0 occurs at p1L
2  1. In this limit,
Eqs. (E42)–(E45) lead to the same solution we found in
Sec. III B 2 and Appendix D using the fermion represen-
tation




where h(x) deviates from this solution only in a region of
order p
−1/2
1 sites near the boundaries. Solving for B(x, y)
and b(x, y) using Eqs. (E46) and (E47) gives the solutions
B(x, y) = τ(x, y), b(x, y) = 0. (E50)
The crossover to phase III beginning in phase II, occurs
for p2L
2  1, where the exponential decay of a(x, y) off
the diagonal implies that a(x, x) is constant except over
order p
−1/2
2 sites near the boundaries. Similar to phase
II, we find the solution
B(x, x) = τ(x, x). (E51)
Solving for the other components in phase III, (i.e.,
p1,2L






















and b(x, y) = 0. Away from the boundaries, Eqs. (E51)–
(E53) provide a complete description of ρNEAS ⊗ ρNEAS
to second order in δ and lowest order in 1/L.
The average deviation of the entropy from local equi-
librium and the mutual information between the left and
right halves of the chain for p1,2L



































Here, the coefficients αi are all order one and take the
explicit values
α1 = 3− p1, α2 = 2 +
√
2p2




Consequently, the average entropy and mutual informa-
tion of the NEAS density matrices are equal to those of
local equilibrium in the scaling limit.
Appendix F: Open random quantum circuit without
charge conservation
To compare to the random circuit with conservation
laws studied in the main text, here we analyze an open
random circuit without conservation laws acting on a spin
chain with one end of the chain coupled to a zero-entropy,
spin-polarized reservoir. In this case, we find that the
NEASs have, on average, one bit of entropy less than the
infinite-temperature state. This result can be understood
intuitively because as the reservoir becomes entangled
with the system, it is also injecting known pure states. As
shown in Fig. 11, this reduces the entropy of the system
by one bit, which is spread nonlocally across the entire
chain due to the chaotic dynamics in the bulk.
The random circuit is composed of Haar random two-
qubit unitaries Uµii+1 acting on each pair of nearest neigh-
bors. After a unitary is applied on site 0, this site is
swapped with a spin from the reservoir. We can write
the combined action of the unitary gate on sites 0 and
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FIG. 11. Average purity of the NEASs for the open ran-
dom circuit without charge conservation coupled to a zero-
temperature reservoir. The entropy is, on average, reduced
by one bit compared to the infinite-temperature state in the
large-L limit.
1 and the swap with the reservoir as a quantum channel
acting on the reduced density matrix ρ for sites 1, . . . , L













where UR0swap is a two-qubit swap operator acting on the
reservoir and site 0. The two Kraus operators Kµ1r are







where the basis is written as {↑↑, ↑↓, ↓↑, ↓↓}. For the
other sites, there is no interaction with the reservoir and
the quantum channels associated with each unitary have
the representation Eµi (ρ) = Uµi−1iρUµ†i−1i, i = 2, . . . , L.
Similar to the case analyzed in the main text, this random
circuit evolves to a set of NEASs in the long-time limit.
The time-averaged density matrix is simply given by
the infinite-temperature state ρ¯ = 2−LI; however, since
the reservoir has zero entropy we do not expect the
higher-order moments of ρ to be at infinite temperature.
We can evaluate the average purity by noting that ρ2
is also proportional to I, which implies that the second-
order moments of the density matrix coefficients satisfy
aSaS′† ∝ δSS′ . (F3)
For this problem, we can then write the second-order




WSS′ |aS′ |2 (F4)
Further simplifications are possible by noting that, due to
the symmetry of the problem, the average populations of
strings with Si = X,Y, Z are equal in the NEASs. This
result allows us to represent each S → 01001 . . . by binary
strings, where 0 or 1 denotes whether a given site has a
trivial or nontrivial operator [19]. In this case, the local
Hilbert space for the strings is mapped to a pseudospin
1/2, and the transition matrix takes the form
W = R⊗ I+
L−1∑
i=1







 1 0 0 00 1/3 1/3 1/30 1/3 1/3 1/3
0 1/3 1/3 1/3
 , (F6)
where R acts on site 1 in the basis {0, 1} and Wi acts on
sites i and i + 1 in the basis {00, 01, 10, 11}. The birth
and death rates of the nontrivial strings on site 1 are
given by b = 0.2 and d = 0.6, respectively.











Because of the mixing induced by the boundary, the pop-
ulations p1 =
∑
S |a1S |2 and pµ =
∑
S |aµS |2 have to be
treated separately. We can write down a reduced Markov

















This Markov chain describes the process whereby the
trivial string gives birth to a nontrivial operator at site 1.
This operator then spreads throughout the system, lead-
ing to a finite mixing with p1 due to evolution under W1
at rate  ∼ 1/3. The strings with a nontrivial operator at
site 1 die at rate d and can be born from the nontrivial
operator strings with the identity at site 1 at rate b. The
steady state is independent of ,








= (1, 1/2, 1/2). (F9)
The average purity is given by
− log2(Tr[ρ2]) = (L− 1), (F10)
which shows that the NEASs have, on average, one bit
of entropy less than the infinite-temperature state. We
have checked that this analysis gives excellent agreement
with numerics on small chains (see Fig. 11). There are
small finite-size corrections due to the fact that there is
a slightly higher probability of the information bit being
lost at site one, but these decay exponentially with L.
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